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Dr. Ray Motield Will
Be Speaker At Paducah.

Or Ray Mofield, president of
the Jackson Purchase'
Historical Society and chairman of the communications
department at Murray State
University, will be the guest
speaker at the annual meeting
"Just for today I will try to of the William Clark Market
live through this day only, not to House Museum membership,
tackle my whole life problem at Paducah, on Wednesday,
once. I can do things for 24 January 10, at 7:30 p.m. at the
hours that would appall me if I museum.
had to keep them up for a
Murray professor,
The
Columbia
of
graduate
University who obtained his
"Just for today I will be Ph.D. at Southern Illinois
happy. This assumes that what University, will speak on the
Abraham Lincoln said is true, history of Western Kentucky
that -most folks are about as
happy as they make their
to be". Happiness is from
within, it is not a matter of
externals.

Persons Injured In
Accidents, Treated

"Just for today I will try to
adjust to what is, and not try to
adjust everything to my own
desires. I will take my family,
my business, and my licks as
they come and fit myself to
them
"Just for today I will take
care of my body I will exercise
it, care for it, so that it will be a
perfect machine for my bidding
(Continued on Page Twelve)

The Weather
Cloudy and cold tonight and
Tuesday with occasional light
snow flurries Tuesday, little or
no additional accumulation.
Low tonight near 20, high
Tuesday in the mid 20s Wednesday partly cloudy and cold.
Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Fair and cold Wednesday, mostly cloudy Thursday
and Friday. Cold Thursday and
slightly warmer Friday.
Chance of. rain or snow in
southweeit poftions Thursday,
spreading over the state Friday Highs in the mid 30s Wednesday, the mid to upper 30s
Thursday and low ,to mid Ms
Friday. 1L9w'in the Mid teens
Wednesday, the mid to upper
teems Thursday and in the mid
211s Friday

Two persons, injured in accidents, were among titnF,e
treated at the emergency room
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on Sundy, according to
hospital officials.
Timothy Forth, age 17, of
Hardin was treated for a
laceration of the lip on Sunday
at 4:15 p.m.
Later at five p.m. Sunday
Diana Brannon, age 18, of Hart
Hall Dormitory, Murray State
University, was treated for an
injury of the hip.

Three Local Men
Enlist, Air Force

Parrish And Miller
Named As Officers
Lubie Parrish was elected
chairman and Ferrell Miller as
vice-chairman of the Calloway
County Board of Education at
the regular session held on
Thursday, January 4
Parrish and Miller were
elected to serve for a two-year
term which will end January
1975, which is the board's'
established policy.
The two new officers succeed
Bill Stubblefield and Calvin Key
who have served as chairman
and vice-chairman respectively
for the last four years.
Both Parrish and Miller have
served on the Board of
Education for four years and
have children attending the
schools of Calloway.
Parrish from the Kirksey
Area and his wife, the former
Reba McCallon, have three
children, Rob Ed, Elvin Lee,
and Patricia, and reside on
Murray Route Two.
Miller from the Lynn Grove
area and his wife, the former
Eleanor Greenfield, have three
children, Tanunie, Melissa, and
Brad, and reside on Murray
Route One.
Both Stubblefield and Key

Shirley Garden
Center Sold To
Dr. Clegg Austin

have served the Board in an
outstanding manner and will
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Shirley
continue as active members announced today the sale of
until their terms expire, ac- Shirley Garden Center and
cording to Calloway County Greenhouses to Dr. Clegg
Superintendent William B. Austin.
Miller.
Mr. Shirley pointed out that
the 'the sale does not affect Shirley
from
Stubblefield
New Concord area and his Florikt, which will continue to
wife, have two children. Kathy be owned and operated by
and Krit, and reside on Murray Jimmy Fain
Route Five. Key from the Hazel
Dr. Austin plans to operate
area and his wife have two the business as a complete
children. Stan and Dan, and garden center and nursery and
reside at Hazel.
plans call for the inclusion of
The other member of the landscaping services also.
board is Robert Ross of Dexter Shirley said.
Route One and represents the
The managers of the business
Almo and Faxon area. He and will be Nick Krafchik and Joe
his wife have ten children, Meade.
Nancy Ross Schroeder. Pat,
The Shirleys expressed apBob, Joe, Ann, Tim, Rose- preciation to their nuiii)7 Ken&
Marie,Tommy,Connie Sue, and and customers for their
Michael John.
patronage during the past Z1
years.

Fire Damages Only
Passenger Riverboat

Murray AAUW Plans
Meeting On Tuesday

The Murray Branch of the
American Association of
Joe Poole, J. Larry Stinker, University Women will Meet at
and Eugene Fielder have the home of Mrs. Frank Kodenlisted in the U. S. Air Force_ man on Tuesday, January 9, at
Poole and Stinker signed up for 7 • 30 p.m
Mrs Shirley Spratt will be
the electronics program, and
to be
Fielder signed up for the chairman for the program
Worth."
"Dollar's
on
presented
according
program,
mechanics
by Mrs.
to SSGT. Bob Kleernan of the She will be assisted
Peter Whaley and Miss Ruth
Paducah recruiting station.
,Cole.
Hostesses for the meeting will
ST. LEO'S PARENTS
Mrs Edwin.
Cooperative be Mrs. Kodman,
Leo's
St
ind Miss Beth
Albritten,
at
meet
Preschool parents will
Broach.
Gleason Hall on Tuesday.
January 9. at 7r30 p.m.
HAZEL GROUPS
ON MOTHERS
F AXON
1 and II of the Hazel
Groups
The Faxon Mothers Club has
are scheduled to
Church
Baptist
from
meeting
its
postponed
January 9, at
Tuesday,
-meet
Wednesday. January 10, to the
1:30 p.m. at the church fOr the
next Wedneiday, January 17, at
general Meeting
1.30 p.m. at the school.

CINCINNATI, Ohio AP —A
short circuit in wiring is
blamed for a fire that caused
$2,300 damage to the nation's
only remaining overnight passenger riverboat. the Delta
Queen.
No injuries were reported in
the fire that struck the officers'
quarters on the top deck of the
boat Sunday.
Crew members used the
boat's sprinkler system and
other fire equipment to battle
the blaze until firemen arrived.
The craft's home port is Cincinnati, and it is docked here
over the winter for renovation.
MEET CANCELLED
The Alice Waters Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women has cancelled its
meeting for Tuesday morning.
Members will be notified as to
the future meeting date

Schools Clo
Tomorrow Still Unsure

Both the count) and city reported an extremely light
school systems were closed weekend, with the fewest
today due to the foul weather. number of calls ever reported
County superintendent William for snows of this kind by most of
Miller said that the county the services.
Neither Tappan Manufacschools will -probably be closed
turing Company or Vanderbilt
tomorrow," also.
Miller said the normal Chemical reported any plans to
procedure in cases of snow is to close due to the bad weather.
wait until afternoon and "scout Although Tappan had closed
the county roads," to see if the due to cold weather in years
schools will remain closed the past, E.1. Howe of Tappan said
that new equipment installed in
next day.
City Superintendent Fred the plant allowed the company
Schultz said a bus run on two of to continue operations despite
the routes with the most hills bad weather.
will be made at one p.m today,
Gene Smith ei Vanderbilt
Siffil staff meeting Mil be held Chiaikir-rad Ihrirea ther
at three p.m to decide whether would have to get much worse
not to have school tomorrow. before they would consider
Officials at Murray State shutting down operations, and
University reported that that he had not heard 'of any of
registration for the spring the workers having had trouble
semester today and night getting to work this morning
classes scheduled for tonight
Postmaster Lester Nanney
would not be affected by the has requested that county and
weather conditions.
city residents clear the area
Local weather forecasts around their mailboxes so that
predicted cloudy and cold postmen may have as little
conditions through Tuesday trouble as possible reaching the
with occasional light snow or boxes
flurries today and again
County Sheriff Clyde Steele
tomorrow. However, little and City Police Chief James
on is expected.
Brown urged motorists to get
they arrived and left the meet- accumulati
today was expected out in their cars only when
high
The
ing.
the upper 20s, with absolutely necessary, and to be
On their arrival, the Ameri- to reach only
in the lower 30s. extremely careful on the icy
cans were left standing for al- the low tonight
is given- for roads.
forecast
similar
A
door
front
the
most a minute at
advisory
travelers
A
tomorrow.
of the villa in suburban Gif stir
effect this morYvette. Kissinger finally remained in
pushed open the door and went ning.
Slightly warmer conditions
inside. The American negotiaby weather
tors emerged grim-faced after were not expected
when
Friday,
until
s
forecaster
no
with
the meeting, again
should reach
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
North Vietnamese official on the temperature
US Postal Service plans to ishand to bid them farewell as in the low to mid 4126
Local wrecker services sue a special postage stamp in
the past. During previous meetmemory of former President
ings. Tho and Kissinger were
rs Club Plans
Harry S. Truman, Who died
frequently seen shaking hands Newcome
and smiling together. There Program Here Thursday — Dec 28
The stamp is scheduled to be
was no information from either
Former Ambassador to issued on May 8, on what would
delegation on what was discussed at the meeting, or when Africa, Marshall Jones, Jr., will have been Truman's 89th birththe two sides. would meet be the guest speaker at the day. The first day issuance
meeting of the Welcome Wagon most likely will be at Independagain
be held ence, Mo..Truman.stome.
Technical experts met inde- Newcomers Club to
7 30
pendently to continue their dis- Thursday, January 11, at
PLEASANT GROVE CLUB
y room of
cussion of details ora possible p.m.'in the communit
The South Pleasant Grove
Savings
Federal
Murray
the
,
future cease-fire agreement.
Homemakers(lub is scheduled
and Loan Association
These discussions apparently
will be to meet with Mrs. Kent Simpson
yearbooks
Club
were not concerned with the
distributed at the meetlng. All on Wednesday. January 10, at
rhembers are urged .to attend., one p.m,.
ontinued on Page TwelVe)
•

The first snow of the year hit
Murray and Calloway County
unexpectedly Sunday morning,
and left many local residents
unprepared for the freezing
conditions which followed.
A total accumulation of 2'1
inches was left by the'storm,
according to local weather
observer John Ed Scott. Threequarters of an inch fell Sunday
night, Scott said.
County Road Department
workers labored most of the day
Sunday clearing main highways
throughout the city and county,
but most back roads and side
streets remained slippery this
morning. Bridges on country
roads remained especially
dangerous
No accidents were reported
by local law enforcement officials, despite the hazardous
driving conditions.

Kissinger And Tho
Resume Talks Today
PARIS AP) — Henry A. Kissinger and Hanoi's Le Duc Tho
resumed their peace talks in an
apparently icy atmosphere
today, conferring for 4',2 hours
in a suburban villa owned by
the French Communist party.
It was the first meeting of
the two top negotiators since
the talks were suspended Dec.
13 and followed by mas,live
American bombing raids on
North Vietnam_
Resumption of the peace
talks was reportedly part of a
backstage deal under which
President Nixon ordered the
raids halted above the 20th
Parallel on Dec. 30. North
Vietnamese public statLments
since then have given noTint'of
a softening in Hanoi's position

Tho, as host of today's meeting. seemed to go out of his
NEW CONCORD CLUB
The
New • -Concord way to demonstrate Hanoi's anHomemakers Club will meet ger over the bombing. For the
Wednesday, January 10, at one first time since the secret talks
p.m. at the home of Mr;. ResSiE began, Kissinger and his aides
were given no handshake when
Dunn

Truman Stamp
To Be Issued

'
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State Forestry Director Plans
To Promote Growth Of Hardwood
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• FRANKF OR T, Ky.- South. Traps set last spring and of a. young man called to
Kentucky again claiming fame summer by the division did not military duty whom he had
for its hardwoods is just one of produce any evidence that the trained for the position.
appointed
was
Nadler
the objectives of Harry Nadler, insect has yet reached Kenwho became director of the tucky, however it is known that Assistant Director of the
state Division of Forestry last the egg can attach itself to any division in 1944 and Associate
November after serving with object and it is feared that the Director in 1957. He became
moth might be brought to director Nov. 1, 1972.
the division since 1940.
During these years, he has
Nadler hopes to see a Kentucky on cars and campers.
professional forester on the It is especially.. dangerous te Sgen Kentucky's forestry.
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
staff of each area development Kentucky since it concentrates budget grow from a mere..
district across the state as a on oak--the state's most 812,500 to last year's allocation
MONDAY-JAM_ ARV S. 1973
of 83 million including federal
result of a pilot project now dominant species.
Conunabdra Blister Rust, a funds.
underway in the Fiveco and
To achieve what he calls a
.Gateway Area -Development disease which affects pines,
District. Under that program, also has begun to filter into -new look" in Kentucky
one forester has been assigned West Kentucky after destroying forestry, Nadler plans closer
•SIMS ESL/
cooperffltion with sister agencies
to those districts.
tfinberlands in Tenneksee.
Nadler -has seen Kentucky's concerned with conservation.
With one-half million acres of
Billy Murdock was named chairman and Wendell
timberland in the state, Nadler forest program grow since he and natural resources, through
Allbritten as vice-chairman of the Calloway County
believes forestry can help first came to the state in 1936 as coordination of activities.
Board of Education for this year. Other members of
Within his division he has
promote industrial growth for a representative of the U.S.
While initiated an aggressive training
the board are Charles Burkeen, Joe Johnston, and
Setcice.
Kentucky through emphasis on Forest
the division's cooperative forest representing . the Federal program for all staff people. He
Charles Burkeen,----..Godernment he • was first plans to follow this with a
management program.
Maurice Ryan was named.rhairman and Wayne
to Cumberland productivity evaluation of all
assigned
are
There
243,-000
forest
land
.
of
Board
Murray
Flora as Vice-chairman of the
( now Daniel employes.
Forest
National
owners
in
Kentucky,
204,000
of
Education. Other board members are W.C. Adams,
which own less than 100 acres of Boone ) and later established a
Dr. C.C. Lowry. and Bethel Richardson.
There are at least four miltimber. These are the owners forest work program in Laurel
"The new mercury vapor lights are gradually
President lion recreational vehicles for
under
Nadler sees as Kentucky's Counts
and othFranklin Roosevelt's con- camping. leisure travel
greatest potential.
being extended out into the residential areas of the
on U S roads topurposes
er
The cooperative management servation and resettlement
city," from the column, "Seen & Heard Around
day, and the number. may
program's main aim is to help program. Still later he did sociodouble by 1978, Arthur D Little
Murray."
economic
studies
to
assist Inc . reports With more than
owners determine if they have
Danny Keno. Murray College High senior, has
marketable timber. Div‘Sion Kentucky wood industries in 800 companies producing such
been selected district winner of the 1962 Soil ConForesters inspect timberland, greater growth.
vehicles, the research(
servation Essay contest.
check for marketable timber
He first joined Kentucky's engineering firm adds, retail
,‘_LE;AGE
.
C-/14#0
and make recommendations of staff as administrator of the sales in 1971 exceeded $1 6 bilMr. and Mrs. Ray Roberts are the parents of a
any action needed to improve Ridge State Forest in Bell lion. an increase of 41 per cent
baby boy. Robin Marshall. born January 4.
the timber. Then, if the o*ner County, taking over the duties' over 1970,
HIGH STANDARD BEST PROTECTION
approves, the division moves in
to do the job. Improvement
services include thinning, According To Boyle
LILDOEll a TOLLS Fill
cutting and checking for and
When John Peter Zenger fought cial body, the Federal Communicaremoving damaged or diseased
for the right to print truth in the New tions Commission, is regulating the
trees.
W.H. lBillie) McKee'died January 6 at his home
Where reforestation
is
York Weekly Journal in 1733 the allocation of television's prime time,
on the Benton Road.
needed, Nadler hopes to inpress In the United States of Ameri- insisting on counter advertising,
In basketball, Murray High won over Benton 52-49,
crease hardwood plantings. He
ca was a frail reed and the courts permitting cranks to- -have equal
Wingo over Lynn Grove 65-57, and Kirksey over
plans to increase the nursery
is
There
leaders.
natiopal
with
time
hurricane.
a
were
government
and
Fulgham 84-60. Bobby Kemp hit for 23 for Lynn
stock - of these woods with
re-media
all
making
oftalk
even
the
tance and bleat out, "You
Today, in the latter years of
By HAL BOYLE
.
emphasis on black v.lanut.
Grove while Parker got 20 and Suiter got 25, both for
should have seen the great
Are
AP)
(
you
situation has sponsible for the veracity of their
YORK
NEW
the
Century,
20th'
Building woods are in great
Kirksey
snowfall here in December
changed. The communications advertising. Now Clay Whitehead,
demand as is evidenced by the getting older'
"Murray missed the biggest snow of the winter.
1997. There's never been audon't
you
even
Well,
.to
.
have
director
of
telecommunicafederal
repowerful,
fact that the Federal Housing
media comprise a
day before yesferday. Seems as though most of the
thing like it before or since if
ask
question
the
Program alone is more than
sourceful and wealthy institution — tions, is insisting that local stations
You have more friends inside except maybe the great blizstate had snow. Just rained a little here," from the
one-half million units per year
of our sys- must prove that they are responsive
'state
Fourth
the
truly
zard of '88."
cemetery than out of it.
the
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
behind its 1968 schedule. The
to community views before they are
respects.
many
in
tem
Without your, realizing it,
you
before
thing
do
last
The
quota then set by Congress was
Anderson's Cafe in.Hazel will reopen tomorrow
in many similar 'licensed.
Nevertheless,
to bed is write down a your daily speech is larded
going
24
million
units
per
Thus
year.
to
after having been closed due to a fire, according
with faded colloquialisms, such
ways the danger to freedom of the
Under the circumstances, the
far, only 2 million per year have list of things you know you
the owners. Mr. and Mrs. Claude Anderson.
as "They're spitting images of
won't
doing
to
around
get
in
was
it
as
today
great
been built and Nadler says the
press is as
press and electronics media should
each other or "1 was only
shortage of wood is the tomorrow,
the early 18th Century when the pub- evaluafit their position realistically.
You spend more time looking kneehigh to a grasshopper in
problem.
lishers were seeking a firm footing If they do, ue believe the media will
forward. those days."
Nadler also noted Kentucky's backward than looking
in the Constitution.
That little round paunch you
conclude that they have brought
funny
new
a
When
hear
you
pulp and paper mills must be
call a flat tire is getting
The reasons are clear. The gov- some of the trouble upon themselves
supplied by the state's forests. story, a picture flashes in your
alarmingly bigger, but yqu nevOur of the depths have I cried unto thee,0 Lord.—
ernment also is an infinitely more unnecessarily. The New York
The new Area Development mind of the guy who first told
you er carry out your threats to do
But
ago.
years
25
you
to
it
Psalm 130:1
powerful and resourceful institution. Times, for example, retarded the
District program is one means
anything about it.
We sometimes get very "low in spirit." We may be
of getting more people in- can't quite recall his name or
The titans are clashing on higher cause of press freedom because it
You wonciet often how some
of him.
became
what
in
the
terested
economic
assured that we never get so low but that a sincer4
ground.
insisted on publishing the stolen
or people manage to hold their
Dad
you
calls
wife
Your
potential of forestry, and,
Consider, for example, that in re- Pentagon Papers. Mr. Farr is in jail
cry reaches up to God
jobs, but you no longer wonder
.
although the current staff Father.
cent years the Supreme Court has for pubhshing lurid, sensational
Every year you buy garden how you hold yours
member is working on a twoAny morrunig you come to
forbidden a major newspaper, the news about the Manson trial which
year pilot program grant, seeds a few days earlier.
Getting a new tie for Christ- work and find the janitor has
New York Times, from printing in- he obtaired from one of the witNadler hopes results will be
mas is no longer an ordeal, but left your wastepaper basket beformation in its possession. The nesses before she testified, not for
sufficient not only to continue
kind of consolation - because side somebody else's desk, you
a
grand
that
court also has ruled
the program,but to expand it.
exposing government corruption.
by Carl Riblet Jr.
is one tradition that is ask aloud why nobody seems
it
Division Forester Bruce
juries and other non-judicial govern- Many problems of radio and televiThe.signs of caution and command tacked up 'on
changeless. Instead of hiding able to leave things where they
Harris,
based
is
at
Morehead,
ment agencies can summon report- sion have arisen from their excesses
our avenues and highways demonstrate that some
the tie or giving it away, you find them anymore. You don't
serving the Fiveco and
ers to ask them about their sources, in covering national militancy — or
wear it yourself the day after really simmer down until
of the traffic engineers who conceived those signs
Gateway Area .Development
despite the fact that not even a felon from clearly discernible bias in poyou get it, no matter what it you're halfway through your
must have flunked elementary English. That is why,
Districts to promote forestry in
second martini at lunch. That
looks like.
has to speak if he does not choose. A litical coverage.
these areas as a means of
for'example, we cannot find the necessary verb in
luncheon is more and more
up
going
man
a
When
see
you
Wilreporter,
Los Angeles Times
enhancing and bringing in insuch a cloudy illiteracy as the sign that says:
If the press is to remain truly free
steps two at a time, you think likely to consist of chicken a la
for
jail
in
languishing
is
Farr,
liam
dustry.
"Reversible Lane Traffic Begins When Cone In
— and it must if we are to enjoy the
king than steak, not only be
The division now is reviewing_ he must be slightly balmy.
an indefinite term for refusing to di- United States as we know it — the
it's cheaper but because
Place" instead of "Move Over And Live" or, better
You
forgiven
yourself
have
Fiveco's land-use plan with-Me--vulge the source of his news. Even
---•-can't" -Irleasier to chew
four-Own-Youth,-Wt
yet, "We'll See You In Hell If You Don't Watch
.determine the
first
must
media
of
hope
more
implementing
murderers receive specific jail
yourself'
Recognize
it
forgive
in
others.
stand.
to
want
theyOut!" or "Get Out And Walk—At 5 O'Clock
which
on
ground
forestry projects and getting
Well, if you do, you may not
terms. Numerous courts are imposLet the first snowflake of
small timberland owners to
Faster."
be
should
ground
We
that
believe
winter fall, and you lift your be Methuselah yet, old-timer while
trials
are
blackouts
news
ing
band
for
better
together
"One way to solve the traffic probvoice te all within hearing dis- but you're getting there
-unimpeachable behavior, integrity,
in progress.
management as4istance on
lem would be to keep all the cars
Nor is the electronic medium in and responsibility befitting a powertheir lands.
that aren't paid for off the streets."
There is more to forestry than
any more comforting circum;7-Tul, essential institution in the
just planting trees and harstances. More and more a quasi-offi- United States.
vesting them, and Nadler is
facing some problems in the
area of disease and insect
control.
One of the problems is the
possible infiltration of the gypsy
moth' which has destroyed
thousands of acres in the Northwest and is known to be moving
The diplomatic representabecome an irresistible historiBy ARTHUR C. MILER
The
and
Britain
of
tion
cal
trend."
Copley News Service
Netherlands have both been
LAB INTERESTED
That heady attitude aside,
EvorTOR
IN ABNORMAL FISH
raised from charge d'affairs
there is no questioning the
HONG KONG - China is up
MONTAUK, N.Y (API - If
to ambassadors.
fact that China's relations
in the clouds over its fpreign
ou catch an ocean fish with
Then, also, there was the
with other countries -- and esaffairs successes. And rarely
missing fins or an abnormal
historical trip to China by
pecially the United States
since the Communists came
WELLINGTON, OHIO, ENTERPRISE: "Don't
head, don't throw it away, call
President Nixon last Febhave greatly improved.
to
have
the
power
Chinese
or wnte the New York Ocean
worry about trying to 'keep up with the Joneses'—
ruary.
A few facts and figures supAn ANIEWCAN INTERNAT,ONAL ReMINSO
leaders been so publicly ebulScience Laboratory here
just sit tight and in a few years you will meet them
In the first nine months of
lient about a development port that conclusion.
know
to
why
want
Scientists
1972, in fact. China received
FP! Pi f:410 cir @ISO 7310roio- r r.
The number of foreign visicoming back."
that pleased them'.
fr.21
more and more abnormal fish
on more than 30 occasions
tors to China during the first
Typical of this open display
being
are
and
they
reported,
govor
state
of
heads
visiting
eight months of 1972 considerwant sports and commercial
of delight is a recent report by
ernment, foreign ministers,
News ably exceeded the number of
fishermen
to help
China
New
official
the
Butz,
"Earl
govBEACON:
N.J.
high-ranking
LAMBERTVILLE,
and other
visitors during the whole of
"If it is not possible to save
Agency ( NCNA I on foreign
ernment officials and delega1971.
the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture in talking about
the specimen, or the fisherman
affairs developments during
tions from abroad.
Archie Bunker's A 6enerol!!
Japanese were the
is out of the Long Island area,
the ban on pesticides antibiotics and other chemicals: '-the first nine months of 1972.
following
exchanges,
Sports
group,
numbering
more
than
we
would
a
of
like
photo
the
in farming said, 'Now we can go back to organic - "Under, the guidance of 3,700. But also,
in the tradition of the Pingfish, arranged alongside a ruler
significantly,
Chairman Mao's proletarian
agriculture if we must, and there are those in this
Pong diplomacy that helped
there were more than 500
or yardstick, and data as to the
revolutionary line in foreign
launch China's new foreign
country who would like to drive us back. But, before
date, method of 'capture. locaAmericans who visited China
affairs," the report said, between January and August.
policy, have become much
tion and comments.- said Dr
we do that, somebody must decide which 50 million
"China has made new and re- The flow of Americans into
more frequent.
Herbert M. Austin
Americans we'll starve.'"
markable progress in foreign Mina is
Chinese table-tennis, basAustin said. "There are
uing at a
relations this year .. The steady pace.
ketball, volleyball, soccer, ice
many types of abnormalities,
'
policy of those who vainly atbut the most common and easihotkey, badminton, skating
Since the beginning of last
tempted to isolate and enclr- year, diplomatic
ly detected are pugheadedness.
and gymnastics teams visited
relations
McGREGOR, IOWA, NORTH IOWA TIMES: cle
wavy backs ,and anomalies of
China has proved an
some 52 countries last year,
hare been established be"EVerywhere we hear that a.dollar doesn't go very
the fifik,siAch'_as reduced..or
ignominious failure, ...
including 16 countries that
China
and
tavean
A-Mexico,
s. Well, actually, it does. It goes to -,---41beiclismandolotbe.
, ber. of fin rays.
were Vitited for the first bine... addita
At the same time, sports shortene-d or hubby rays, parricaia":"PaiiTairr-gOuTh'i lrineiica,'
Vietnam,
peoples for friendship and Greece, Guyana, Togo,
Tonite at 7:30 • 1st Hour Repeated
delegations'from 38 countries tial or complete loss of the pel•
more frequent contacts with Japan, West Germany and the
Philippines and Outer Space."
vic
complex
and
missing
fins.''
China.
to
trekked
the Chinese people has now
Maldive Islands.
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Official hostess plies up
duties at NKSC center

(Editors note: Mrs. Duncan
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Crawford, 1610 West
Main Street, Murray. The story
and pictures appeared in the
Kentucky Post''newspaper,
cov ington.

Alia!

BY MARGARET PASOWE
Kartudry Paw worms Lamar

eStiiItts."

4
411111,

1410TO BY Nor RAIL pe

Mrs Virginia Duncan arrives at Northern Kentucky State College Reception
Center shortly before Christmas to assume her duties as hostess.

More Serene And Conservative Styles For
Spring; Hat To Be An Important Accent

COOKING
IS FUN
t/

„I--, are

"I'm happy to be in the area again."
There's no doubt the area is happy to have
Virginia Duncan back in the area doing her
thing in a field in which she has established an
enviable reputation based . on a rich background of experience.
Mrs Duncan is the new official hostess at
Northern Kentucky State College President
Frank Steely and Mrs. Steels's home, the
Reception Center, in Highland heights, where
she assumed her duties DecSI.
"It's too early to have an established
schedule of what we plan to do, hut I expect to
work closely with Mrs. Steely and other interested people in the carnmuruty.
"WE HAVE no budget because President
Steely is concentrating on building the college.
We will make do with what is at hand
"Requiring our first attention is the kitchen where we-shall add cabinets that have been
salvaged from old homes the college has acquired People have been so co-operative In
helping decorate the center and in donating
furnishings. of which much more is needed "
Mrs W Thomas McElhinney, cornmuruty
involvement chairman, is taking the lead in
inviting people with suitable funustungs to
have a part in outfitting the Center
Mrs. Duncan has her quarters on the second floor and is always on hand to lend help
when she is needed.
First official event since she came to the

college was the Christmas Open House hosted
by President and Mrs. Steely on Sunday.
Tuesday night there was a- forum of students and teachers who participated in a discussion on a philosophical level. "But they
planned the evening themselves. I was in my
apartment if they needed me"
ON SATURDAY afternoon there will he a
reeeption from 3 until 5 o'clock at which time
the Student Government will honor the officials of Highland Heights.
Until her marriage six years ego to David
Duman, a Monticello, Ky., pharmacist, who
died a year after their marriage, Virginia
Crawford resided in Ft. Thomas.
' We met when I was working in Monticets teen an antepovertYeaperiment. .1 then became director of Operation Mainstream, sponsored by the Department of Labor. With a
staff of five persons we worked with 100 disadvantaged people in four counties. Our objective was to train them for jobs and succeeded
in placing two thirds. They formerly had only
worked part-time on farms and were imaccustomed to full-time jobs and regular lug's'
The education and training which has so
well equipped Virginia for her present position
began when she was graduated from Murray
State College as a home cc major.
SHE TAUGHT in Western Kentucky before going to Monticello to work with lower income farm families. She helped them plan
budgets and prepare food and diets necessary
for a well fed family, work which kept her
occupied for five years.

er

'I took a position with the Gas and Electric Company, working in an operation that
since has become labeled 'Ann Holiday' I was
with the office at Seventh and Scott streets
where we had a home cc kitchen for demonstrations. I never tired of the work, giving suggestions for remodeling and building new
kitchens and using new appliances"
There are loose ends from her former life
that Virginia still must attend to, including the
sale of her home in Monticello.
Not a soupcon, but a great measure of
charm radiates from this attractive women,
who relaxes by reading_ For exercise she rides
a bicycle and plays golf.
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Neubauer-6H
Mr. and Mrs. John C.
of the First Baptist Church will
meet as follows I with Mrs. Neubauer, Jr., announce the
Owen Billington and VI with birth.pftheir first child, a baby
Mrs. Edgar Shirley, both at 9:30 pi, Leslie Anne, weighing'
n pounds, born on Weda.m.; II with Mrs O.C. Wells at
Mrs. J
January 3, at 4:30 p.m.
with
nesday,
Ill
a.m.;
ten
Chapter M of the PEG
/i v, ..*$ at the Chanute Air Force Base
p.m.
Linn
at
two
Sisterhood will meet at the
:Hospital at Rantoul, Illinois.
home of Mrs Morgan Sisk af.,
The new father is serving in
eutelt.
The Bessie' T
7:30 p.m.
First._UnitecbrMethodit; the United States Air Force,
the
will meet at the ,lbeing based in the hospital at
Group Ill of the First Church Women
James Ed Duguid, the Chanute Air Force Base,
n Church CWF will home of Mrs
a.m.
Rantoul, Illinois. His tour of
meet at the home of Mrs. Jesse Sharpe Street, at 9:30
duty with the Air Force will be
McNutt, 1405 Main Street, at
The Quota Club will meet at completed the latter part of
7:30 p.m. Mrs. Davie Roos will
January 1973, at which time he
Triangle Inn at 12 noon.
the
give the program.
and his family will take up
The Westside Homemakers residence here in Murray
The Board of Directors of the Club will meet with Mrs. Ralph
The new baby's maternal
Quota Club will meet at the- Darnell at 12:30 p.m.
.
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
tangle tonal 5:30 p.m.
James Greer of Route Four,
The
New
Providence Hickman, Kentucky and the
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of Homemakers Club will meet
paternal grandparents are Mr
the S'irst United Methodist with Mrs Opal Shoemaker at
and Mrs. John C. Neubauer of
Church women will meet at the one p.m.
1101 W Circarama Dr., Murray.
social hall at seven p.m.
The baby's great grandmother
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 is Mrs. Nelle Neubauer, also of
The Sigma Department of the Order of the Eastern Star will
Murray.
Muiray Woman's Club will meet at 7:30 p.m, at the
meet at the club house at 7:30 Masonic Hall.
p.m. with Mesdames Virgil
Bro. Roy Beasley, Jr . and
Harris, Frank Fazi, Leonard
Mrs. Mary Lamb will talk about
Whitiner, Mona Purdom, and
David Glen Cunningham of
their trip to the Holy Land at the
Joe Prince as hostesses.
meeting of the Senior Citizens at Murray Route Two was
Tuesday, January 9
the Ellis Community Center at dismissed recently from the
Groups of the Baptist Women One p.m.
C'ommunity Hospital, Mayfield.
Monday, January 9
The New Concord ParentTeacher Club will meet at the
school at seven p.m.

By ANN HENCKEN . . med hat with pallazzo pants or
Associated Press Writer. — -With a pleated skirt and cardi• Mitt111,01./vS/ Ot.of
NEW YORK (AP)- Hat de- gan. Jack McConnell offered a
•P feed id'..
signers say the hat is bound to dramatic
double-brimmed
be an important itC:Cent as1ai black and- white- straw hat-in • FAMILY.DINNER
ions reflect a more serene and
Swedish Meatballs with
.
conservative style for spring.
Dill Sauce
The turban may be the most
"The designers wanted a versatile of all, as it's good for Rice Mashed Butternut Squash
Salad Bowl
Bread Tray
definite statement in hats be- eventrig, the slinky swea
Red Apples with Cheese
cause the clothes were so un- look or suits, said Olive,. whefie_
MASHED BUTTERNUT derstated. You couldn't tell if hats are priced from 89 to 140.
SQUASH
they were catalogue or couture,
"It's the most imaginative
Nutritious and economical
without the proper acces- but the most disciplined look,"
_.
vegetable
sories," said Frank Olive,- hat he said, adding that the turban 2-pound butternut squash
DEAR ABBY: In regard to that lady who felt guilty if
designer who worked with de
looks either great or disastrous, 1 1/4 cups boiling water
she didn't continue to circulate "chain letters," please tell
signers like Coty-award win- depending on how carefully it is 1 teaspoon salt
tier she should feel guilty if she DOES They are against
, Mpg John Anthony to coordi- placed on the head.
Ito 3 tablespoons butter
the law and should be turned over to the local postmaster.
nate hieshats.
He showed a white...organza 1 teaspoon lemon juice
Only last week 1 received a "prayer" chain letter in
It's the return of the Great turban, set with a bunch of gar- 1/8 teaspoon nutmeg
the mail It said:
Cut squash in half lengthGatsby era for the coming lea- denias in back.
"Trust in the Lord Jests Christ with all your heart and
son, said Olive, echoing an alWhen flowers are used, it is wise, remove seeds and stringy
always acknowledge Him and He will light your way. This
ready-popular theme for spring. in a sparing way. Roses and li- portion Pare, cut into 3/4-inch
prayer has been sent to you to bring you luck. The original
"Our life style is similar to lacs cascade from one side of a cubes - makes 4 to 6 cups_
copy came from the Holy Land and has been sent around
Cook rapidly. covered, with
the Gatsby era - in the classic yellow and white strew, by Mr:
the world 23 times Make four copies and send-them to your
boiling water and salt just until
wide-brimmed hats, the turban. John Jr.
friends. You must do this within four days or you will
tender - 8 to 10 minutes Drain
the small-fitting cloches. There
The hats were shown as part and dry by shaking squash in
suffer dire consequences. One min in Hawaii broke the
are baggier pants, both chunky of the New York Couture Busi- pan over low beat Mash with
chain and on the sixth day be died On the seventh day he
and sensitive heels, crepe du ness Council's national press remaining Ingredients. Makedt,
won $50,000, which he was unable to collect."
chines, and the tennis visor," week.
Such rot!
to 6 servings.
I am a Presbyterian minister. (o.er 50 years of age. I
said Olive, who showed his hats
at the Millinery Institute of
still preach every Sunday and I believe in prayer, but
broke the chain, and my "four days are long past and I
America's presentation on
3611 feel great!
Thursday.
I shall sin* tell my congregation to forward any
Last year's funky colors, like.
chain letters to their postmaster and feel repaid for having
dark raisin and puce, have
headed off at least one more piece of superstitious junk
turned soft and light-spirited. A
HAROLD A. SMITH, ATLANTIC, IA.
pale lime green hat with roll
4
brim was offered by Albrizio.
e III w
REV.
SMITH:
DEAR
Thanks. And I'll tell my readers
P.
WILLIAMS
BY NIRS.
. r
Mr. Martin showed a "strawthe same.
berries in the snow" version of
the floppy gingham sport look.
Isn't it too bad that C'hristrnas there is such a thingDEAR ABBY You have said many times in your colThe felt hat is bigger this gift flowers wilt soon fade? They have.
umn that it is not considered good etiquet to pat "No
year, as it is a good year-round have been so bright and cheery
If you want to get idformatfosi
children, please" on wedding reception invitations.
bet. Try a small "peach mel- that they have added their bit of on any plant, pall the County
Well, I don't care what you say. If you had to pay a ..
ba" felt hat with a conservative beauty and sparkle to the color Agent, or--'write to the
caterer $15 a person you would make sure Mom and Pop
suit, which is a strong idea for of the aeason. But happily they Agriculture- Extension Service
didn't bring their six kids along to get a free meal.
spring. Or wear it with a can be enjoyed for another year. at the University of Tennessee
Some people have to be told in plain English to leave
Don't allow the Poinsettias to at Knoxville. I have called on
matching peach dress.
their
kids at home, and 1 say, "TELL 'EM"
have
had
Olive suggested a large-brim- dry out. But when the red bracts both these sources and
PLAIN TALKER IN PHILADELPHIA
begin to fall, keep them on the my problems solved. They want
for
that
is
their
them,
use
you
to
dry side. Put them in a
DEAR PLAIN: For another point of view, let's bear
moderately cool place until purpose in existing. They serve
from a reader in Coon Rapids, Minn.
make
state
to
and
spring, then they can be set in the county
the ground, to ready themselves them more productive, whether
DEAR ABBY: So often you hear from people who want
for another blooming season. it be seeds, farm crops or
to exclude children from a wedding reception. I find this
Chrysantherriums can easily flowers.
.distressing Such occasions are ideal for families to be
be kept until they can be put
together. The father has to work away from his home all
outdoors. I am taking special
And what more delightful
day, and in many cases the mother also works. The kids
shaggy
white
pot
of
of
a
pastime
during
the
long
lazy
care
SY Barbara Jewell
are involved in their various school activities, or juet left to
ones that was a gift in mid days of winter could we have,
CALIFORNIA
barn around with their peers while the parents run off and
December. It is still lovely and I than visualizing our wonderful
POPPY
leave them
am amazed at the purity of the gardens next spring.
Children shoukl-beintluded with their parents at wedThe California Poppy is the white blossoms after three
official State flower - of Cali- weeks or more. I wish I knew the
dings so they will see the beauty and sacredness of the
fornia. This flower gi -Ives wild
marriage ceremony And at the reception, if the refreshthroughout most of -{..iiforrilm name of it.
ments were limited to cookies and punch, children could be
the SpringI also received a beautiful box
Blooming in
Always cook all pork and
time, the California Poppy pro- of fiery red Azaleas that I want
included vsithou' running the cost up. Who cares what is
duces beautiful yellow-orange to care for unW spring, when I poultry thoroughly-Nit don't
served? After all, people are supposed to be celebrating the
cup-shaped flowers. In some
overcook arid reduce palataunion of two people in love--not food and drink!
places they grow so thick that can put them in a spot already bility Use your meat therThe family unit is held together by love and togetherIt appears to be a sea of gold picked out for these delightful mometer as the guide-fresh
when they are in bloom.
ness. It is the only thing that will keep our country strong
plants.
pork 170 degrees and fresh
The California Poppy plant
poultry 180 degrees to 185 deand save mankind from destroying itself. Where else but
is usually about 15 inches in
The treatment of all these
with his parents should a child learn how adults should
height and grows best in the Plants is about the same. Keep grees advise U S Department of Agriculture home
MARY K. BERG
sandy soil that Is found
conduct themselves?
throughout much of California. moist until blossoms fade and economists
Although it is a wild flower, fall. Then let them stay slightly
▪
DEAR ABBY To the lady with four children' by her
the California Poppy re also on the dry side. A basement
cultivated. Its natural range
first husband who married a man who had five children by
a
maintains
that
room
parts
extends eastward through
his first wife and was frequently asked, "Are all those
above
well
temperature
of Oregon.
children yours?" here is the best reply I've ever heard:
Combine two4 three-ounce
There is no better way to freezing, is an ideal place to
brighten the day...for a sick store plants through the winter. packages of softened cream
When traveling by :train from Wichita. Kas to Oklahofriend than to send an arrange•
ma, a lady with II children was seated just ahead of us.
can get a cheese with a four and threethey
Especially
if
Flowers,bring
flowers.
ment of
fourths ounpe can chicken •
•
The conductor asked. "Are all the.se children yours, lady,
moderate amount of light. spread, one tablespoon chop•
the outside world into the hos•
or is it a picnic""
pital mem.-Teiephortai your fl z. . Water only enough to keep them ped chives and-one teaspoon
•
ral order to us. We deliver.
they
mine
And
since
you
Se,
are
all
•
replied,
•
from drying out completely.
She
sage Chill Serve with crack•
asked, it sure ain't no picnic!" E. W. IN AVONDALE, ARIZ.
•
At
This is a good time to plan for ers. Makes one and one-fourth
•
cups
spread
next year and to get information
feel %Aar If yes get it off yaw chest.
•
Prabkouil
on the shrubs, bulbs or even
Box N.. 41070, L. A..
Count on a eglound of snap
Far a personal reply,
seeds that you want to plant in
12th at Poplar St.
beans
yielding
01M-416Wftw4
about
skimp&
know
five
&Adam
jou
adW NUN.
spring.. The more
ser-„.
753-61fill
about flowers, the better luck-if vings
•
Owe.

Break the chain
or break the law

In

During the War she was with a Red Crass
Club Mobile Unit attached to the EightyEighth Infantry Division.
"We served mainly in Italy for two years
until the war's end. It was most rewarding.
The fellows were tremendously appreciative.
We were in close proximity to the firing line,
starting below Naples and moving on up as the
troops advanced to above Rome. We remained
overnight and sometimes two or three days at
one place, visiting held hospitals,occasionally "
When the fighting ended -Virginia found it
necessary to try to become settled. "I took a
year's teaching assignment in New Carlisle.
Ohio
AFTER 'THAT began a phase of work that
lasted tor 20 years ani one she thoroughly relished.'
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Swords Closer
To Win Record

Curtain Finally Falls On Final
College Bowl Games Of The Year
By THE ASSOCIATE83 PRESS
The nation's top. Seniors,
playing in sun and rain more
than 5,000 miles apala: bnally
rang down the curtain on the
the college football season over
the weekend and sat back to
await the lure of the dollar th
the pro draft later this month. •
Rain was the order of the day
Saturday as the South posted a
pair of victories over the
North-33-30 in the Senior Bowl
at Mobile, Ala., and 17-3 in the
Hula Bowl at Honolulu.
However, the sun shone
brightly Sunday for the last of
all the postseason games, a 10-6
victory for the North over the
South in the American Bowl at
Tampa, Fla.
Chuck Foreman, a running

back from Miami of Florida,
got an early bonus. He picked
up a $1,500 winner's share plus
a new automobile as the most
valuable player in the Senior
Bowl.
Foreman scored on a 10-yard
sweep, carried 24 times for 167
yards and caught three passes
for 59 more before reams of
pro scouts. Pete Van Valkenburg of Brigham Young, the
nation's leading rusher, gained
159 on 22 carries, including a
75-yard sprint for the game's
first.touchdown.
The South dominated the conbecause of a Senior Bowl rule
test, building a 33-16 lead with

12ka minutes left. The Sixth
was able to close the margin
which allows a team nine
points behind to keep receiving
kickoffs after Scores.
Oklahoma's Greg Pruitt, the
Heisman Trophy runner-up,
was named the Hula Bowl's
outstanding player' over Heisman winner Johnny Rodgers of
Nebraska. Pruitt gained 61
yards on a field that was more
like a quagmire, including a 15yard burst to the - three-yard
line from where Southern Cal's
Sam Cunningham barreled over
for the game's only touchdown
generated by either offense.
Stanford linebacker Jim Merlo

intercepted a pass and ran
eight yards for the only other
touchdown.
Two long-range field goals by
Auburn's:Gardner Jett gave the
South a 6-3 lead in the American Bowl. But the North
stormed 75 yards in nine plays
in the final period, with Louisville's John Madeya firing a 16yard touchdown pass to Nebraska's Jerry List with 4:55
left.
Illinois quarterback Mike
Wells was the North's most valuable player while defensive
tackle John Matuszak Of
Tampa won the award for the
South

Rod Funseth Takes $27,000
Paterno Turns First Place In LA Tourney
Down NFL Post

STATE COLLEGE, Pa. AP i
Joe Paterno. admitting he
wants to be more than a football coach who has to win to
remain employed, says that
was why he decided not to
jump to the National Football
League.
Ending weeks of speculation,
Paterno shocked many people
Saturday morning when he told
newsmen. ••I've decided to remain at Penn State."
The 46-)ear-old Paterno rejected an offer to become
coach-general manager'of the
New England Patriots of the
NFL. The offer included a
stock interest in the franchise.
. A source close to the nniversity said the total package
was just short of $1 25 million
over five years.
Paterno said his main reason
for turning down the plush Patriots offer was an aversion to
becoming a coach whose life
revolved around winning and
losing. He envisioned himself
as more than just a coach. He
said he'd rather influence
young man than build a pro
football winner • - --- -"When I analyzed the situation at Penn State," Paterno
said, 1 realized that I've always hoped that I could work
on a campus where the approach by the administration
toward athletics was such that
I could be a little more than
just a football coach. And that's
whip Penn State has allowed
me to be ••

WS ANGELES I AP) -,Rod
Funseth, who admits to some
occasional negative thinking,'"
called his wife, Sandi, after the
third round 1 the $135,000 Glen
Campbell-Los Angeles Open
golf tournament.
-I've got a I7-stroke lead
over last place," the curly-haired, soft-spoken Funseth told
tier:
Sandi, no negative thinker,
promptly put two bottles of
champagne on ice.
She had the right instincts.
Funseth, who has made a 13year career as a supporting
player to the likes of Arnold
Palmer, Jadt Nicklaus and Lee
Trevino, scored a solid, methodical, almost pedestrian threestroke Victory Sunday in' the
event that opens a 12 months
schedule on the pro tour
"I'm so negative, if I had a
10-stroke lead, I'd be afraid I

was going to fall and break a
leg," the 39-year-old Funseth
said. "Sandi's a lot differeAL
just the opposite. She gets so
mad at me sometimes."
Not this time.
Funseth stroked irons to within almost tap-in distance for
consecutive birdies on the
eighth and ninth holes, parred
the last nine in routine fashion
as he pumped shot after shot to
the middle of the green and finashed with a two-under-par 69
for a 276 total on the 7,028-yard
Riviera Country Club course.

It was only the second _career
victory--the other was in the
1965 Phoenix open-for Funsett'. who has collected a flock
"Cif course records only *to _L ler
the advantage This time he
British Open champion Lee
collected $27,000
Second place ended up in a Trevino failed to qualify for the
four-way tie among Don Bies- final bee rciutids.

Lucius Allen Takes Over
For Oscar Robertson, Leads
Bucks To Win Over Los Angeles
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS the first quarter of a National
Meet the "new" Oscar Rob- Basketball As:striation game.
ertson of the Milwaukee
Allen knew what to do,
Bucks-Lucius Allen.
though He gave the ball to Ka"It's a difficult role," said Al- 1 reem Abdul-Jabbar and the
ten, who was cast as play- slick center poured in 37 points
maker Sunday after the r•• to lead a 99-92 victory over the
Angeles Lakers
liable Robertson hurt hubs& lii

Player of the Year

Larry Brown Feels He Has
Finally Won Some Recognition

1

WASHINGTON ( AP( - Larry Brown feels he has finally
won some recognition.
The Washington Redskins
running back:
-Has been named to the Pro
each of his four years
in . tbe National Football
League.
-Led the NFL in rushing his
sophomore season, -becoming
the first Redskin in history to
gain more than 1,000 yards
rushing in a single year.
.Became only the third runner in NFL history to rush for
more than 4,000 yards in their
first four seasons as a:pro.
-Had the unique distinction
in 1972 of being selected The
Associated Press Offensive
Plaeer of the Week for two successive weeks.
a runaway choice as'
the- NFL Offensive Player of
the 'Year in The Associated
Press balloting.
-Najned easily to The Associated Press' A11,-Pro team.
--Was an ovecwhelming pick
as The Associated Press' Most
Valuable Player in the NFL.
"Now I feel that I have some
type of national recognition,"
Brown said when informed of
his selection as MVP. "I want
to be recognized as a good running back, not one that has a
good year, then fades away."
When the ground game is
shut off, Brown, a 5-foot-11, 195pound former blocking back at
Kansas State, becomes a dangerous receiver: The New York
Jets found that out this year
when they held 'Brown to only
48 yards on the ground, but he
yards, including .a 89-yard
touchdown.
"Larry Brown is the game's

WINS NFI, HONORS-Washington Redskins' running hark
Larry Brown loosens up at practice for the upcoming Super Bowl
at Los Angeles, Brown has been named by the Associated Press
as tlw National Football League's Offensive Player of the Year.
Brown gained 1,216 yards during the regular season to help his
team win the NFC Championship.
AP Wirephotol

"I made some mistakes-a
couple shots I should have
made and a couple of bad
passes, but fortunately we got
the breaks at the end to win
it," said Allen.
In the other NBA games SunCeltics
Boston
day, the
smashed the Baltimore Bullets
116-98; the Chicago Bulls routed
the Buffalo Braves 119-96; the
Cleveland Cavaliers trimmed
the Houston Rockets 102-97; the
Detroit Pistons defeated the
Portland Trail blazers 101-96
and the Philadelphia 76ers
stopped Seattle 85-82.
Saturday night's scores in the
NBA included. New York 116,
Houston 106; Cleveland 108, -Les
Angeles 93; Atlanta 116. Detroit
111; Milwaukee 110, Buffalo 96,
Golden State 111, Philadelphia
109 and Phoenix 118, Kansas
City-Omaha 112.
Along with his stickout maymaking. Allen also scored 20
points, Bob Dandridge added 23
to the Milwaukee offense as the
Bucks whipped the Lakers for
only the fourth time in their
last 14 meetings.
Abdul-Jabbar scored 10
straight points while Los Angeles went scoreless for more
than five minutes at the end of
the third quarter and into the
fourth.
Boston opened a 15-point lead
over mistake-prone Baltimore
in the first quarter and went on
to bomb the Bullets behind
John Havlicek's 13 points. The
Bullets committed 13 turnovers
in the first quarter as the Celtics took a 29-14 lead.
Elvin Hayes topped the losers
with 24 points.
Bob Love, Chet Walker and
Garfield Heard combined for 64
points to power Chicago over
injury-riddled Buffalo. Two
Brave regulars, Bob Kauffman
and John Hummer, are sidelined with various ailments. •
Barry Clemens sank two free
throws in the final seven seconds to help Cleveland halt a
Houston comeback. Clemens'
two free throws spread the
score to 100-97 to keep the
Rockets at bay.
Detroit fashioned its victory
as Bob Lanier scored 32 points,
Zi in the second half. FredBoyd-

0..I. Simpson to slip past
Brown on the last day and win
the title with 1,251 yards. just
35 more than the Redskin runner.
Brown garnered 45 of the 75
votes cast lay the nationwide
panel of pro football writers to
easily capture the MVP awarsl.
He would alinost certainly Miami Dolphin quarterback
have won the NEI, rushing Earl Morrall was second with
crown if he had not suffered a 10 votes.
slight injury late in the year.
Sithilson• finished in a threeAllen benched Brown for the
way tie for third as he:Miami
regular..seiusee
;ewe*heci-Lisirry Csaaka and
io
games so he could recuperate, New York Jets quarterbaCk Joe seconds'to play as Philadelphia
for the playoffs.
Namath received four votes brokri a 14-game losing streak
The rest allowed Buffalo's \ apiece.
with its victory over Seattle.
greatest runner," Washington
Coach George Allen said unashamedly.
In the year of the running
back, Brown was supreme, finishing the year with 1,216 yards
on 285 carries to lead the National Conference.
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Fainseth's long-time roommate- Australian David Graham, Dave Hill and Tom Weiskopf, all at 279 Graham had a
71 with Hill Weiskopf and Bies
all at 69.
Jack Nicklaus. winner of
$320,000 when he took player of
the year honors in 1972, really
didn't get it going as he threeputted twice en route to a final
70 for 280.
Arnold Palmer wasn't a factor He had his best round, a
69, in the mild, overcast weather of the final day and finished with a 286 Sixty-year-old
Sam Snead. just One stroke
back starting the last round,
bogeyed both of the par threes
on the front rune and faded
back with a 73.281.

CINCINNATI, Ohio AP) The Cincinnati _Swords are a
step closer to an American
Hockey League record for consecutive home victories thanks
to a substitute and a host of
regulars.
Jack Surbey, filling in for
Doug Rombough who was sidelined with the flu, scored one of
three Cincinnati goals in Ape
opening period and had an assist in the Swords .6-3 decision
over Richmond Sunday night.

COMMON MARKET BALLET-Henning Jensen, left, Denmark, playing for -The Three" new
members of the European Economic Community, heads in first goal in game gainst'The Six" during
Common Markelcelebration soccer match at Weinbtesr Stadium, London. England. New Countries
are England, Denmark, and Ireland.
(AP Wirephotoi

Rebels Triumph Over Kentucky
61-58—First Time In 45 Years
• ..B) TOM SALADINO
Associated Press Sports Writer
"It was the greatest victory
in the school's history."
Robert "Cob" Jarvis was
doing the talking Saturday
night the Mississippi coach
wasn't speaking about winning
the national title or even the
Southeastern Conference.
What Jarvis was raving
about was Ole Miss' 61-58 SEC
basketball ariumph over Kentucky -the first time the Rebels
had turned the trick in 45
years, or since 1928.
-1 didn't relax until we had
that 13-point lead," Jarvis said
of Mississippi's lead with two
minutes left. "But when Kentucky closet the gap on Us, 1
decided not to be relaxed any
more "
Jarvis had only one complaint. "I don't have time to enjoy it" Ole Miss meets
Tennessee tonight. The Vols are
codefenaing champions of the
SEC tith Kentucky.
Maybe lightning will strike
twice for Jarvis.
Fred Cox led .01e Miss with
18 points as thelrebels moved
to a 6-4 record and 1-2 in the
SEC. Kentucky, which got 13
points from Ronnie Lyons and
Jim Andrews, is now 5-4 and 01.
In other SEC games, Vanderbilt edged Georgia in overtime 89-86, Tennessee mauled
Mississippi State 86-67, Alabama romped past Louisiana
State
77-64
and
Florida
trimmed Auburn 65-55.
Jacksonville
overpowered
eighth-ranked Southwestern
Louisiana 120-78, Georgia Tech
edged Hawaii 85-82 in overtime;
Florida State swept past Connecticut 91-55 and Tulane beat
Utah State 91-80 in independent
action.
--Vandy, 11th-ranked in the nation, caught Georgia in regulation 75-all before toPpling the
upset minded Bulldogs in overtime_ The _Commodores, _10-1
and 3-0 in the SEC, got 26
points from Lee Fowler while
Ron Hogue had 22 for Georgia,
5-3 and 1-1.
John Snow and Mike Edwards popped in 28 and 26
points respectively, pacing the
Vols, 3-4 and 1-0, while Wayne
Jenkins had 24 points for the
Bulldogs, 7-2 and 0-1.
Guard Ray Odoms sparked
Alabama to its 20th consecutive
victory at home with 21 points
and a 7-1 mark over-all-2-0 in
the SEC. Ed Palubinskas had
V for LSU, 3-4 and 1-3.
r

----Florida snapped a five-game Mississippi State and Tennessee
losing string behind Tony Mil- traveling to Mississippi. Indeler's 23 points while Gary Eng- pendents in action include
land had 18 for the Tigers, 2-7 Georgetown, D.C., at Florida
State, Rice at Georgia Tech
and 1-1. Florida is 3-6 and 1-2.
"Whatever it was, they outed and Tulane at Baylor.
us," said Southwestern Louisiana Coach Beryl Shipley after
his Cajuns were wrecked by
Jacksonville and saw their seven-game unbeaten string end.
Henry Williams led the Dolphins, 10-2 with 29 points while
Dwight Lamar had 31 for SW
Louisiana, 7-1.
"
Georgia Tech, 2-7, ended a By THE -ASSOCIATED PRESS
The University of Louisville
seven-game skid behind sophomore Steve Sherbak's 26 took its tenth basketball victory
points. Tom Henderson had 16 over the weekend, while the
poins for Hawaii, 8-4, losing its University of Kentucky bowed
to Ole Miss for the first time in
fourth straight.
45 years.
Florida State, ranked 19th,
The Louisville, Cardinals
got 23 rebounds and 22 points eased to their 76-58 win over
from Lawrence McCray while Detroit Satfffday night partly
Kevin Chapman had 12 for Con- with the help of two suspennecticut, 4-5. The Seminoles are sions.
8-3 on the season.
Detroit's top rebounders, 7Ernie Losch scored 41 points foot Gerald Smith and 6-foot-7
in guiding Tulane over Utah Owen Wells, were suspended
State. The Green Wave is now for curfew violations.
4-4 while Utah State is 8-4.
Sparking Louisville was topTonight's SEC play will have scorer Allen Murphy, a 6-foot-5
Auburn at Georgia, Vanderbilt sophomere who poured in 21
at Florida, Kentucky visiting points.
The University of Kentucky
bowed to Ole Miss 61,58 in its
ladies' Night Stopped
Southeastern Conference opener, the first time since 1928 that
A
PHILADELPHIA (API
the Rebels had taken a victory
ruling from the Philadelphia
from Kentucky.
Human Relations Commission
Ole Miss was ahead 59-46
has forced the discontinuance
with two minutes to play when
of the Philadelphia 76er ladies'
Kentucky started a surge in
Nights.
which the Wildcats scored 12
The National Basketball Aspoints to two for Ole Miss. But
sociation team has announced
the surge wasn't soon enough.
that the ruling forced an end to
Kentucky's record now stands
Ladies' Nights, and all related
5-4, while Ole Miss is 1-2.
activities. Wednesday had been
Hanover rolled over Centre
special nights for women at the
88-72 in basketball action SaturSpectrum providing $1 disday night, and the loss was
counts on $4 and $3 tickets.
Centre's sixth of the season.
A replacement for the night
Hanover led by Ti points with
will be open to all fans with de10:50 left in the second period,
tails tote announced later, acbut Centre narrowed the marcording to Rich Lannarella,
gin to 12 points.
promotion director.
Mike Pharris led Centre with
a game-high 21 points._
. Steve Walker couldn't be
Blues Acquire lions
stopped Saturday niglil, as he
- The St. dumped in 35 points for KenST. LOUIS (
Louis Blues acquired Joe Nor- tucky Wesleyan, to down Northris, a defenseman, from the ern Kentucky 131-98.
Walker connected on 15 of his
Pittsburgh Penguins in a NaLeague 20 shots.
Hockey
tional
Wesleyan stands 7-1 for the
transaction Sunday.
To make room for him, the season,.and Northern Kentucky
Blues returned defenseman is 5-5.
Bellarmine increased its
Chuck Hamilton to their Denver Western League farm shooting percentage more than
team In the deal, the Spurs
sent left winger Jim Shires to
Pittsburgh

Surbey hadn't dressed for a
game in a month, and hasn't
played-regularly since earl) in
the season.
-1-corne to every game expecting to play,- he said. "You
saw what happened tonight.
That could happen any time, ...
You've got to be ready."
The victory was the 15th
straight at home for the Swords
who hold a wide margin in the
A1-11.'s Western Division. Cleveland won 17 straight home
games in the 1937-38 season for
the AHL record.
Besides Surbey, scoring goals
Sunday night were Jake Rathwell, John Nichols, Murray
Kuntz, John Gould, and Rick
Dudley.

Louisville Takes Tenth
Victory In Row Saturday

Johncock In Chevy
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (API:US! Auto Club •driver Gordon
Johncock will drive a Chevrolet
in 14 or 15 Winston Cup Gran
National stock car races in the
1971 Scamp:: --Johncock, 39, will drive. the
Hoss Ellington-owned Chevrolet
driven last year by Fred Loranzen. He will compete in the
Daytona 500 Feb. 18 and selected other races.
The Hastings, Mich., driver is
a regular competitor on USAC's
'Indianapolis-based big car circuit. Johncock made one appearance on the Southern stock
circuit last year, finishing seventh in the National 500 at
SPITZ' INTENDED- Charlotte.
Olympic swimming star Mark
Spitz will marry UCLA coed
Susan Weiner, above, 20, in
Freshman linebacker Terr)
May, his press agent has said. Beattie played two football
Spitz has been making games the same day He played
tin the North. Carolina kick f
teJoartsiaa
Weiner will he graduated in
night pliyed linebacker for the
June.
freshmen against Duke
A P Wiriihoto

twice between the first and second periods, to make the difference in its 59-57 win over Steubenville Saturday night.
The Knights shot a frigid 32
per cent the first half, and
more than doubled it to 6 per
cent in the second period.
George Duncan produced 17
points for the winners.
Eastern Kentucky fell by a
convincing margin Saturday
night to Marshall University 8372.
.
41
Senior guard Wade Upchurch
paced Eastern's offense with
21. The loss leveled Eastern's
record to 5-5.
Eugene Lyons' 22 points weren't enough to sway the outcome Saturday night, as Oral
Roberts romped to a 103-86 victory ever Morehead.
The first half was hotly contested and the halftime score
was 50-42, but ORU outscored
the Kentuckians 19-6 in the first
six minutes of the second half,
and Morehead never came
within reach again.
In
tournament
play,
Transylvania sewed up the
championship of its own
tournament Saturday night by
taking a narrow victory over
Oakland City of Indiana 62-57.
Dale Cosby poured in 20
points for the winners in the
Tipoff Tournament.
In the consolation game,
Pikeville, led by Wallace Dillon, used a press in the second
period to clinch a 67-65 comefrom-behind win over' tavid
Lipscomb to gain third place.
Murray State, in an exhibition game against the touring
interdenominational team Athletes in Action, was led by
Mike Coleman and Les Taylor,
wtro combined for 58 points to
swamp the visitors 105-79.
Coleman dropped in 30 points
and Taylor dumped in 28, to
power Murray to its easy victory.

N-0 T-I -C-E
---WiThITFiold our greenhouses-and-Garden
Center to Dr. Clegg Austin, lie will continue on
in praetically the same manner as before. De
will combine the nursery business with the
greenhouses and will have a complete Garden
Center.

Shirley Florist will not be affected in any
was', .finlmy 'Fain is still owner and
will
continue on as before.
We wish 0thank our many customers
who
have patronized us the past 23 years.
We have
really enjoyed the business and value
highly
the many friends who made our
business a
pleasure',

_EsigarAldary,
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First Bobsled R

At 90
No Tim
' By DENIS D. G
and...
GREG McGAR
LAKE PLACID, N.
"Get ready, the track
the speaker boomed
treetops.
"Okay," the driver
Jiang on tight and
• heads in, We're going
The runner blades
ice down the straigh
speed builds. Your ey !
at the landscape r• •
tha.driver's white he
resistance of the it
You're howling v..1
"Faaaaantaaaaasti
You're slammed in
curve. You don't see
Now your mouth is
Maybe your eyes a
Maybe they're not.
Your helmet buries
the back of the ma
Instinct sends you cl
the flimiY•iTte strap
You're:_ an anythin
porter in a four-man
down the Wester
sphere's only Olympi
on Mt. Van Hoevens
And you're helple The centrifugal fo
the sled toward the
wall. Your unshie
twists toward a pa,
the earth, inches
Your fingers choke
"Unbelievable!"
You're out of the c
on a straightaway
ton of steel shudde
speed, ricocheting of
seeking center track
Now the body kn.
expect. Sure. You .•.
'zig-zag" Again
strain and cczar •
longs toto curl into a
You're zigging,
through- Your
tag zag and you're
thele, a dazzling
sheathing you. The
es. lashes you down
nal stretch of track.
The brake's steel
into the ice. A spray
and you're out on
-laughing and shou •
Relief. Some 30
the Mt Van Hoes':
sled run are over.
Smiles flash,
pounded.
For a few momen
part of the rattle
world of bobsledd'
style. Even thoug
made the half-mile
speeds of up to .
hour, the thrill and
sport now are part
perience.
Some of the wort..
ders challenge the
Most are trai •
month's World
-- Championships.
outside this Aciir. .
site in 1932 of the
Olympics in the U
Other sledders
have. proved the :
•ternational
"Why do you do
"Because it's e
believably exciti
seph McKillip, 40, f
champion bob dri
perintendent of
matter how long y
you're always
you get in the sli
you get in that sea
forgotten.
"When you're g,
curve, your onl
where the best
don't worry abou
of it or about
Then the next one
take one at a tim
come in right, yo
right."
And if you don't
"Why, it's a r
to go over the
McKillip who, a
fellow sledder, "I
his face in Austri.
1963 Innsbruck wo
ships.
"Anyway,- Mc
"At 90 miles an
have time to get •
We disagreed.
"Come on up
mile when we'v
ready," sugges ,
Floyd Gilmour.
"The mile ...
nine more c
30 miles an -bou
faaaaantaaaa.
Your mind r.
... you're on the
Driver Brett
bates. Three of
between, bodies

•••••

•
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First Bobsled Ride

At 90 Miles An Hour There Is
No Time To Think About For
ward, hurtling toward the finish
on pure sensation.
It's over again and you're
GREG MeGARRY
LAKE PLACID, N.Y. I AP)- both thanking the driver pro"Get ready, the track is clear," fusely, pumping his hand,
the speaker boomed arum the knowing full well that you had
treetops.
no part in your coming down in
"Okay." the driver ordered. one piece.
-Hang on tight and tuck your
Then you regain enough comheads in. We're going down."
posure to put on a little swagThe runner blades bite into ger. You reniemb'er the spectaice down the straightaway. The tor watching the bobs pound
speed builds. Your eyes dart up across the finish line and sayat the landscape reeling over ing, "I wouldn't do this for a
tha...driver's white helmet. The million dollars."
resistance of the ice is givBy DENIS D. GRAY ....

You remember Joe McKillip:
"You get that same satisfaction
as piloting a plane, jumping out
of it or scuba diving. •I can do
it, but Joe Smith cant."
Then you spot the third rider,
your brakeman's son Dan, and
your swagger loses some of its
dash.
Seven-year-old Danny is commenting on the whole incredible
stimulating, ego-arousing experience:
"Wddy,can we go up for another ride""

Islanders Lose Two To
Red Wings Over Weekend

You're howling with the wind
"F'aaaaantaaaaastic!"
a You're slammed into the first
curve. You don't see it happen.
---Now your mouth is clamped.
Maybe your eyes are closed.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Maybe they're not.
Let's have three cheers ...
into
itself
buries
helmet
Your
no goals . . for the New
but
the back of the man In front.
and the CaliforInstinct sends you clutching for York Islanders
in the
Seals-last
nia
Golden
straps.
the flintiY.Side
but
League
Hockey
National
You're' an anything-once rethe hearts of enemy
porter in a four-man sled going first in
s.
down the Western Herm- goaltender
Proving that they're just as
sphere's only Olympic bob run,
good- -or, rather, just as badon Mt. Van Hoevenberg.
on the road as at home, the
And you're helpless.
hapless expansion Islanders
The centrifugal force drives
a 4-0 decision Sunday
the sled toward the ice-steeled dropped
Red Wings in Detroit.
the
to
body
wall. Your unshielded
One night earlier they lost at
twists toward a parallel with
home, to the same team, by the
the earth, inches off the are.
SCOre.
same
straps.
the
Your fingers choke
It also was a tarnished wee"Unbelievable!"
kend for the Golden Seals, losYou're out of the curve, back
ers by 5-0 to the Canadiens in
quarteron a straightaway The
Montreal on Saturday and 4-0
ton of steel shudders with the
to the Maple Leafs in Toronto
speed, ricocheting off the sides,
on Sunday
seeking center track.
Shutouts abounded elsewhere
Now the body knows what to
Sunday as the New York
expect. Sure. You barrel into a
Rangers blanked the Pittsburgh
-zig-zag." Again the muscles
3-4) and he Buffalo
Penguins
strain and contract. The body
Sabres whitewashed the Philalongs to curl into a fetal ball.
delphia Flyers 2-0. In other acYou're zigging, whipping
tion, the Chicago Black Hawks
through- Your body flips into -edged the Boston Bruins 5-4 in
the zag and you're hanging up
a nationally televised duel of
thee, a dazzling whiteness
division leaders while the Atsheathing you. The force presslanta Flames downed the Vanes, lashes you down for the ficouver Canucks 5-2.
track.
nal stretch of
Other Saturday results:
The brake's steel teeth rake
Toronto 4, Los Angeles 2; Bufinto the ice. A spray of crystals
falo 4, New York Rangers 1;
and you're out on the track
Pittsburgh C ioncouver 1..; Chi-laughing and shouting again.
2, Minnesota 0; St. Louis
cago
Relief. Some 38 seconds on
2.
the Mt Van Hoevenberg bob- 2, Atlanta
The weekend ended with
sled run are over.
Montreal two points in front of
Smiles flash, backs are
Boston in the East Division and
pounded.
Chicago eight ahead of MinFor a few moments you were
nesota in the West
part of the rather exclusive
Goalie Mary Edwards was
world of bobsledding Olympic
author of both Detroit shutthe
style. Even though you only
outs
against the Islanders. Sunmade the half-mile run, hitting
day's was his fourth of the seaspeeds of up to 65 miles an
son, tying him with Montreal's
hour, the thrill and fright of the
Ken Dryden and Minnesota's
sport now are part of Your ExCesare Maniago for the NHL
perience
lead.'
sledbest
Some of the world's
ders challenge the run daily
Most are training for next
month's World Bobsledding
Championships. The course is
outside this Adirondack village,
site in 1932 of the first Winter
Olympics in the United States.
Other sledders here already
have- proved themselves in in_
ternational competition.
"Why do you do it'"
"Because it's exciting, unbelievably exciting," said Joseph McKillip, 40, former world
champion bob driver, now superintendent of the run. "No
matter how long you've raced,
you're always scared before
you get in the sled. Blil then
you get in that seat and it's all
forgotten.
"When you're going to hit- a
curve, your only worry is
where the best speed is. You
don't worry about coming out
of it or about the next one.
Then the next one hits you. You
take one at a time, and if you
come in right, you'll come out
right."

0

•-•••*-

•
•

And if you don't'
"Why, it's almost impossible
to go over the side," said
McKillip who, according to a
fellow sledder, "left a part of
his face in Austria" during the
1963 Innsbruck world championships
"Anyway,- McKillip added,
"At 90 miles an hour you don't
have time to get scared."
We disagreed.
"Come on up and try• the
mile when we've got it all
ready," suggested foreman
Floyd Gilmour.
"The mile ... THE MLLE!
... nine more curves, maybe
30 miles an .hour more speed
.. faaaaantaaaaastic!"
Your mind reels backward
... you're on the track again.
Driver Brett Lawrence. Dan
_aa • the
banes. Three of us ttudtiled in
between, bodies arched for-

Toronto rookie Ron Low notched hi second NH!, shutout as
the Leafs trimmed the Seals on
goals by Rick Kehoe, Denis Dupere, Errol Thompson and
•
Norm Ullman
it was a good weekend for'
the netzninding Dryden brothers. Montreal's Ken blanked
the Seals on Saturday and Buffalo's Dave zeroed Philadelphia
on Sunday after stopping the
Rangers 4-1 a day earlier
Jim Lorentz and Rick Martin
got the Buffalo goals as the Sabres stretched their home wiik,
rang streak to 12 games and remained unbeaten at War Memorial Auditorium-18 wins,
three ties.

Pro Cage
Standings
By. THE

ASSOCIATED

PRESS
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Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
Pct. 011.
W L
so,too
32 7 .821
,
31 10 773
N.,w York
Buffalo
.291/
1611172
045'
1- 313'
14
Ph.ladelph.a
Central Division
fietu,mor„
575
23 17
25 r
230 543
7 7
13
2
Atlanta
6
Houston
11
310
79
13
Ciavelan.1
Western Conference
. west- Devision
Mid
.
mittaukst
31 13 705
27 14 659
Ch.(ag0
21 25 457 11
K C Omaha
18 13 439
Di•troit
Pacific Division
30 10 750 Los Angeles
27 12 692 2',
Golden State
n 21 512 91
.n!
2.52
37 78919'
44-34.T1
S.‘attle
rorttnret
Saeorday's- Senses
-*vv. York. 114.- Houston 106
Cleveland 1013 Los Angeles 93
Atlanta 116, Defro.f 111
Milwaukee 110, Buffalo 96
Ruda
Got ten • State - ISP,
109
City
118,' Kansas
Phoenix
OM.ina 112
Only gam.... scheduled
Sunday's Gamin
Milwaukee 99, Los MOM'S 92
Boston 116. Baltimore 9111
Cle.eland 102, HOuStOn 97
Chicago 119 Buffalo %I
Detroit 101, Portland 96
Ph.laitelph,a 85. seattie 12
Only names
Monday's GameS
NO games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland at Buffalo
Houston at Atlanta
New York vs Kansas C.ty
Omaha at Kansas CitY
Philadelphia at Chicago
Baltimore at Portland
Detroit at Golden State
Only games scheduled
ABA

UCLA Rolls To 55th Straight
Win; Kiddy Korps Moving Up
By TED MEWX
Associated Press Sports Writer
UCLA's national collegiate
basketball champions keep rolling along with 55 straight victories so Maybe you haven't
-heard about Arizona's Kiddy
Korps.
The Arizona Kiddy Korps, socalled because of four freshmen
starters, muscled their way
into national prominence over
the weekend while mighty
UCLA was running up an 87-61
score on Oregon State for their
55th ma row.
Pritlay-thelEiddr-Korps
upset Texas-El.:P*4 75-73'and
demonstrated it was no fluke
by upsetting New Mexico, one
of the Top Twenty in the Associated Press rankings, with a
come-front-behind 83-73 victory
Saturday night.
That put Arizona, which lost
20 of 'N games last season, into
a first place tie in the Western
Athletic Conference over the

pre-season favorite Brigham
Young.
Coniel Norman, one of the
four frosh, threw in 34 points
against the Lobos and led a 2412 spurt that put the Wildcats
ahead after they trailed by 4136 at halftime.
. Norm Ellenberger, New Mexico coach, called Norman one
of the premier shooters in the
country. "You need a canoe
paddle to guard him," Ellenberger said. "Unfortunately we
didn't have one."
Adds_are greying
something to themselves that
not many kids their age get to
do," said Arizona Coach Fred
Snowden, referring to Norman,
Eric Money, Al Fleming and
Jim Rappis. -They're learning
they have to be adults new."
Snowden said Saturday's
game with Arizona State on the
road at Tempe. "is going to be
i real barn burner. It could be
•

I,

the aivil war all over again."
Arziona State also beat New
Mexico and Texas-El Paso over
the weekend to tie Arizona for
the lead in the WAC.
Minnesota and Southwestern
Louisiana, two of the Top Ten
AP ratings, were
ee
in last wk's
knocked out of the unbeaten
ranks on Saturday.

record. Pacific get 21 points'
from Jim McCargo,
John Shiunate's late tip-in in
regulation play and Dwight
Clay's three foul shots in over- .
time paced Notre Dame
w

estern
Screened'
By NCAA

Iowa upset the No. 6 Gophers
65-62 in overtime on Rick Williams' layup and Glenn Angelino's two foul shots in the closing seconds. Jacksonville
Cleuted the No. 8 Ragin' Cajuns-biratairn. OMEN. Ky.
-12048,
In Sunday games, fifth-rank- atAP1 - Officials of both Wesed Long Beach State ended the tern Kentucky University and
University of Pacific's 45-game the NCAA have confirmed that
Western's athletic. deparUnent
home court winning streak with
under investigation, but no
is
Dame
Notre
and
victory
a 91-85
edged visitihg Kansas 66-64 in one is talking about it.
Warren Brown, NCAA assist:
overtime.
executive director, said
ant
20
points,
30
scored
Ed Ratliff
in the first lialf, to help boost ,that Western has been asked
Long Beach State to a 12-1 "certain questions" by the asbut woufd not
sociation elaborate, explaining that the
NCAA has set up certain guide- -a tines to follow under such cir4-curnstances
He said it is not the policy of
the NCAA to -go beyond" certain procedures until "such
time when action is taken."
"We are not at liberty to diindicating his appreciation of
vulge the particular sport intheir help. .
talked to one official at U volved because It might be
he
of I. as late as 12:30 a.ni. Sun- prejudicial to later action,"
day morning," Corso explained. added
Johnny, Oldham, Western
('orso, says he began working
athletic director,
'
Kentucky
soon
for Indiana University as
as he a as informed of the deci- said. "The NCAA has posed
which the
sion to hire him He said the certain questions to
." He
has
responded
university
Corso family probably would
comment
not move immediately to Bloo- said that he could not
further at present.
mington,-however
Published reports in Nash-Steve, who is 14. and David.
said ktie investigaalga is it, are in fine Catholic villa:, Tenn.,
to concern
schools here I don't want to 'lien is believed
recruiting viobasketball
leged
move them right away."
lations

louisville_Offmals-Thinking
In Terms Of New Football Coach
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API Officials at the University of
began
Louisville Sunday
thinking in terms of a new head
football coach Sunday. as
Coach Lee Corso was named
head football coach at Indiana
University.
his
Corso, speaking from
home here, said he has always
wanted to coach in the Big Ten.

-Now I st. got 110 chance

The announcement of his appointment was made by Dr.
WL Pct G
Fast
John W Ryan, 1U ?resident,
31 14 689
Carolina •
26 15 634 3
after a telephone vote -by the
Kentucky
24 22 522 71,
Virginia
IU Board of Trustees.
354 44' 7
15 27
Memphis
The 37-year-old Corso, who
15 78 349 15
New York
West
was an assistant at his alma
28 16 636
The surprising Sabres re- Utah
mater Florida State, Maryland,
11 19 537 .V
mained tied with the Rangers
72 19 537 1'2
and the Naval Academy before
for third place--four points be- san
16 15 390 104->
DallasO.,Q0
taking over in Louisville, suc17 31
35/ 13
hind Montreal and two in back
ceeds John Pont. who resigned
Satumlay's Games
of Boston --when New York's
V.roasca-113. Kentucky 109
Dec. 23 after years as head
Carolqia 106. Dallas 104
Eddie Giacomin turned in his
roach at Indiana to accept the
--4449,
9r4rtelrenn
ner-49
third Shutoiit 'in the' Mar
head coaching post at NorthOnly cleirreS schecluleCt
games, blanking Pittsburgh.
Sunday's Games
western University.
104
York
153,140w
Utah
Two goals apiece by Dan
Corso rebuilt a sagging team
Carolina 113, Denver Ill
Maloney and Cliff Korot! and a "San Die.00 118, Memphis 113
at Louisville, and the Cardinals
goal and four assists by Stan
Only games scheduled
were ranked 17th in the nationAiionstarrs Gainer
Nikita paced the Black Hawks
, No games scheduled
sal rankings this season.
over the Bruins, who got a pair
Tuesday's Games
His four teams at Louisville
Carolina at
New York vs
of power-play goals from JohnASSOCIATED PRESS , compiled a 28-11-3 record and
Greensboro
THE
y
B
second
ny Bucyk."-Maloney's
_East
virgulia at Kentucky
lost only four of their last 2$
Memphis at Utah
tally with 51 seconds left in the
Rhode Island 86, Maine 64
games. The 1972 team ran up a
tts
San
(3.ego
i..Wnver at
.
110110n U 72,- Massachuse
second period snapped a 4-all
Only games Scheduled
9-1 record, losing only to Tulsa,
10
tie.
Vermont- 89, -Now Hampshire X-26, in an upset. _
5.0T
Corso said he will be meeting
moved
Ph.la Textile 58 Temple 57
Flames
The expartsion
P.nn 66, Harvard 61
with his Louisville staff today
into third place in the West Di60
Dartmouth
Prncettin 75,
In Chicago, where a football
vision, one point behind MinYale 95. Cornell 68
68
C.Olumoia
coaches meeting is belpg held.
86,
BrOwn
Vancouver
downing
by
nesota,
-Arm, 73, Lafayette 66
He said he would meet with Inon a trio of third-period goals.
Fordham 62.1401y c_ross. 60
diana's staff at a later date
Penn St 71, Seton Mall 57
In the only World Hockey AsProclence 77, Canisius 64
"Then we'll start putting a
sociation action, Chris BorBoston Col 87, V,Ilanoya 81
staff together," he said.
deleau and Dune Rousseau
•
OT
By The Associated Press
"After meeting with the
Syracuse 74, Pdt 66
scored two goals apiece as the
South
GOLF'
at IU, seeing the. marpeople
Winnipeg Jets fired 53 shots at
Jacksonville 120, SW La 78
AUCKLAND, New Zealand..., - N. C_arolina St 67, Virginia 61 velous athletic facilities and
Jack
goalie
Minnesota
five-unNavy 85, Muhlenberg 57
recognizing the academic
McC,artan and routed the Fight- Australian Kel Nagle's
seSouth Carolina 69. Fairfield
gave him
standing it enjoys, there is no
4
ing Saints 6-2 in the first na- der-par final round 66
a oneNorm Carolina 79 -Nebraska question in my mind but what
tionally televised V4THA contest a 72-hole total of 275 and
stroke victory over John Carter 62
we can make an impact in the
Auston Pi•ay 97. W Carol.na
of New Zearand in the New 91
Big Ten."
Richmond 65. Wm & Mary •58
Zealand PGA Tourney
Corso said he is "very ex58
Kentucky
61.
MIssiss.Po.
MIAMI-Joause Prentice surcited at the prospect" of worWake Forest 83, Duke sO
vived a late charge by roomvaaaera.it 19. Georgia 86, OT king in the Indiana program.
LOuisville 76, Detroit 5111
mate Beth Stone, carding a fiHe added, "I enjoyed my stay
Florida St, 91, Connecticut 55
nal round 72 to finish at 212 for
at the University of Louisville
Fkyrida 65, Auburn SS
Alabama 77, LS1) 64
72 holes for a one-stroke victory
and I hope we accomplished
Southern U 125, Dillard 96
The Cougars battled back at the Burdine's Invitational.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
of the things we set out to
some
Howard 68 Morgan 55
Everywhere the -Utah Stars from a 95-90 deficit in the fourth
LOS ANGELES-Red' Fundo there."
Tenn St 89. Gannon 67
k
go these days,they provoke se- period.
S Floe la 70, Georgetown
seth finished three strokes
The acting president at the
big
a
got
forward
perlatives.
star
The
ahead of a quartet of golfers
University of Louisville, Dr.
Tulane 91, Utah St 80
"Fantastic," said New York assist from Latles, who came with a 72-hole 276 and the $135,Tennessee 66, Miss St 67
William Eckstrom. praised CorMaryland 19. Clemson 75
Net assistant Coach John off the bench to score 19 points 000 Glen Campbell-Los Angeles
so for his "dynamic and effecMidwest
Kr4sse after the hot Stars beat and inspire Carolina's pressure Open title.
tive leadership." He said that
Purdue 91, IllinOis 110
his chaS113-104 in an American defense which forced 28 Deliver
Ohio St 82
SWIMMING .
68.
Michigan
Louisville regrets losing Corso.
-_
North
90,
Basketball Association game turnovers.
St
Michigan
SYDNEY, Australia-Olymbut added,- "we are delighted
Sunday
Larrs7 Miller delivered nine pic gold medalist Shane Gould western 7778, Wisconsin 64
that he has a great opportunity
Indiana
The Stars, leaders in the ABA straight points midway through swam 100 meters in 59.8 secClayton 98, Xavier, 0 82
Indiana University and we
at
55
Toledo 77-,
West, won their 16th game in the fourth quarter to lead San onds on her way to the South
to hint every good wish
extend
58
St
Cloud
St
84,
Drake
the last 18 in Much the same Diego over Memphis. The Wales freestyle title.
St 92, Wec, Oshkosh 67
in his future coaching career."
Iowa
manner as the other suc- triumph broke a four-game losIowa 65. Minnesota 67, OT
BOWLING
U of I,'s athletic director,
S. III 78, Indiana St 75
cesses-cool professionalism.
ing streak for the Q's. They
Allie
SAN JOSE, Calif
Bernard I,. Peck Hickman, said
Evansville 96, Wabash 76
Two times the Nets charged had lost 19 of their 72 previous Clarke, of Akron, Ohio, just
Ball St 92, Illinois St 75
Take Mom out of the kitchen
he thought--it was a comSt LOuis 78! Oklahoma St 55
back from big deficits to within games.
edged Don Johnson, from the
plement to the University of
Bradley 7/
76,
St
bring the whole family to
Memphis
and
four points in the late going,
same city, 203-201 to win the
Oklahoma 84, SMU 68
Louisville that Indiana selected
Alkirehead
103.
but the Stars wouldn't crack Distance Runner To
Roberts
Oral
$65,000 San Jose Open, first
Corso as headfootball coach.
86
under pressure.
stop on the winter tour of the
"We hate to lose ('each CorS. Dakota 105. Mornings.de 81
"We forced them into tough Coach At Austin Peay
N Dakota 63, N 12akota St
Pro Bowlers' Association.
so," he reiterated, adding, -he
60 •
one-on-one situations and we
TENNIS
has done a tremendous job
Tenn
CLARKSVII.I.F.,
Chicago Loyola 103, M( Murry
still got burned," said Kresge,
An--Mal
Australia
SYDNEY,
79
here."
AP --Gaylon Smith, a standspeaking for Coach Lou CarnesSouthwest
Hickman said U of l hopes to
out distance runner at the Un- derson defeated fellow AustralArkansas 104. Mo St Louis
seca. "We really went after
find someone who can carry on
of Alabama, will be- ian Ken Roswell 6-3, 6-4, 6-4 78
iversity
them. They just put in their
Texas 81, Centenary 79. OT
Corso's tradition.
come a graduate assistant for the rnen's singles title, and
Far Wes'
shots. We got good shots and
At Indiana, athletic director
at Austin Vpy lklargaret Court topped Evonne
61
coach
track
St
Oregon
87,
UCLA
just didn't connect when we
Goolagong 4-6, 6-3, 10-8 in an
Arirona St 77. Tex El Paso
Bill Orwig called (;orso "one of
State University
had to
57
the niost dynamic and successSmith, a native of St. Joseph, all-Australian women's final at
San Jose St 52, San Diego St
In Sunday's other ABA
ful young football coaches in
will work primarily with the $19,000 New South Wales 50
Tian.,
matches, the Carolina Cougars
San Francisco St 84, sacra
the cowary."
the distance runners at Austin Open Tourney..,
mento St 65
tripped the Denver Rockets 113Cony
Md.-Jimm
TOWSON,
He said that Corso brings to
the outdoor season
during
Peay
St 60
Colorado
63.
ibtah
e
„
III and the San Diego Connors, of Belleville, Ill., bested -"An/ono 83, New Mexico 73
II! -the background of a Winthe
(TOSS country
with
and
quistadors turned back the
BYU 62, wyom.nci 58
ning record;'unabated enteam next fall He completed Sandy Mayer of Wayne, N.J. in
Air Foe 69, Texas Tech 66
Memphis Tams 118-113.
InBaltimore
the
the finals of
thusiasm and a burning ambirequireuate
his
OT
undergrad
On Saturday night in the ABA
Washington 71. California 59
tion to establish one of the top
ments at Alabama in Decem- ternational Indoor ChampionUSC 66, Oregon 65
it was: Virginia 113, Kentucky
of
wins
set
straight
using
ships,
football programs in the counber
Creighton 61
70,
Denver
104
109: Carolina 106, Dallas
6-4,7-S.
Washington St 61, Stanford
try at Indiana."
and Utah 125, Indiana 118,
49
'.--FOOTBALL
Corso would not disclose his
Omni Gets $3 Million
Santa Clara 70, Seattle 64
Jimmy Jones scored 28 points
BLOOMINGTON, Ind -14e
salary or the terms of the conTOURNAMENTS
Atlanta's
API
(
ATLANTA
Ron
and Zelmo Beaty and
Bluebonnet Classic
Corso, head coach .at the Untract. but indicated he was
Championship
Boone had n apiece to lead the 2',-month-o)d Omni Coliseum iversity of Louisville for the
satisfied" with the sala"well
85
tIa
Aft
Texas
lld.
Hotr.ton
Utah attack The Nets, losing has grossed more than $.1 mil- past four seasons, was named
.
Consolation
ry, noting it is 'an Big Ten
Group
Omni
to
St
according
lion,
Texas
For the ninth time in 10 games,
WI hita St 88. W
to the same position at Indiana
fashion.•'
•
82 •
were led by John Roche with 25 President Bill Putnam, who University.
He stressed that he advised U
Lee Tournament
Washington
said Sunday that total attendand Billy Paultz with 23.
Championship
of I. officials constantly of his
and
Wash,r1C1
Flames
82,
at
Atlanta
ance
Valley
Veteran Billy Cunningham
The Chicago White Sox hat- tonLebanon
meetings at RI...
A, Lee 79
and reserve Gene Littles Hawks games and special ters led
aaatilifisagliaWASUlltaiiladatahary_.
sparked Caiolina - to a Come- events since the OrMll's Oct t4 teams in strikeouts lactaeason
Wash, gton.
step of the way, too," he said,
71
568,793.
vrtle
has
been
opening
5I69
back victory over Denver.
with 991

College
Basketball
Scores

Sports
In Brief

--

Save money!
Save Mommy!
On Mom's Ni ht Off!

Net Coach Says 'Fantastic'
After Stars Topple His Club

SPECIAL FAMILY PRICES
MONDAY, TUESDAY 8('WEDNESDAY
DISCOUNT PRICES AFTER 4 P.M.
she deserves it!)
Burger Chef,

15`
Hamburger
Cheeseburger 19c
Big Shef
39c
Super Shef
49c

-

For a double treat,
try one with a Pri
..411

BURGER
CHEF
Offer Good at
Murray EL Mayfield
BURGER CHEF

sd

•
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Harris Optimistic About iRecord $628,754,000 Paid Out In State In Social Security
Strip-Mines Reclamation
From the Paducah
Social Secure) Office
A recurit$62.8.74000.ssa*paid
FRANKFOR'f, Ky.--Thomas operators) and eliminate a lot
out in social security cash
Harris. commissioner of the of -confusion and misun- benefits to residents_of Kennewly-created state Depart- derstanding that • . olio have tucky in calendar year 1972;
ment of Natural Resources and prevailed," Harris said.
according to Clifford Rey,
Environmental Protection., Harris expressed sper,AL, Sociat--raecurfty
District
feels he has good reason to look pride
in the reclamation Manager. This was an increase_
forward to 1973 since his efforts progress because he gave it of $68,702,000,over the total paid
for
better
strip-mine priority last June after out in the year before.
reclamation are bearing fruit.. discovering
Natural
the
The social security checks
Harris initiated several ef- Resources Department was delivered early in October, he
forts to improve reclamation holding $3.5 million in noted, were the first to reflect'
last year while heading the now reclamation guarantee bonds in the 20 percent increase in
defunct Department of Natural default. He and Gov. Wendell benefits enacted July 1, 1972.
Resources.
Ford moved to correct that That July legislation also made
Only three shut-downs of problem,
ordering those social security inflation-proof,
stripping operations have been operators involved to comply Ita,' noted. Benefits will inordered since September. with reclamation requirements crease automatically in future
Harris said That compares with or forreirtheir bonds.
years to keep them tztetteelate
AI shut-down between June and
with UK:I-eases in the cost of
The commissioner then began
September.
Many strip-mine operators a series oflield trips to follow
Further improvements in
purchased hydro-seeders and up on phone calls and letters benefit provisions of the law,
began in September and Oc- expressing fears of floods from enacted in the Social Security
tober to catch up with grading strip-mine silt basins.
Amendments Of 1972, signed
and seeding work. -I believe
Harris' field visits resulted in into law by President Nixon on
more seed was sown during that. the
drafting of a new regulation October 30, will bring additibhal
period than in any two years
limiting the height of basin benefits to several mania of the
prior to that time,•' Harris said.
darns to 20 feet, arid even lower ..m.4 million men, women, and
Harris. has personally made if
the department feels such a children now receiving monthly
field 'tr4ps to strip-suine areas height
social security .checks. Kay
would beshazardous.
and is pleased with what he has
said.
seen. "I am haw to report we
"1 felt this represented a
For example, many older
have the cooperation of a great threat and a continuous worry I widows whose benefits on the
many strip-mine operators in did not want on my shoulders, average have been lower than
Kentucky in making an nor did 1 feel residents living those of any other beneficiary
honest and concerted effort to below these darns should have it group and who usually. have less
do a better job of reclamatio•n." on their shoulders," Harris other type income, will receive
In order to aid operators, the said.
additional increases with the
old
Natural
Resources
The commissioner also checks they get early in
Department recently completed
February.
a handbook that includes all promoted a regulation that
Many other changes will also
shortens
the
time
allowed
to
laws ar4._ regulations passed by
affect benefit levels on into the
accomplish
seeding.
Formerly
the General Assembly, as well
as regulations filed b) the the time could extend to as
much as four years, hilt now '
Slow
department.
must be completed within four
The handbook also provides months This requirement
instructions on ways to prepare brings
about
quicker
land, proper grading, how to vegetation, thus reducing the
FRANKFORT,Ky.- National
figure allowable bench width threat of erosion_
traffic safety experts call it the
based on the degree of the slope,
"fanny flag."
The new regulation also sets
step by step guidefinet for
But a more conservative
construction of sediment basins minimum pounds of Seed per Kentucky Department of Public
arid other pertinent information acre and the time of year in Safety calls it the "slow moving
on mining and reclamation that which seeding should be done. vehicle" sign and warns that,
might be helpful to operators. Also established are minimum
effective Jan. 1, it must be
feel confident this will be a requirements for fertilizer and displayed on the rear of all
soil
With
applications,
lime
great deal of help to them the
Kentucky-registered vehicles_
tests to determine the actual
The edict applies to all used
amounts needed.
and new vehicles whic are incapable of speeds greater than
The state has issued ap25 miles per hour on the highstrip-mine
proximately. 1000
way, and violators will face a
permits over the past few years,
We Train Men to Work As
fine of $10 to $25.
covering approximately 24,000
The emblem already has been
acres The number of permits
LIVESTOCK
in use for two years in Kenhas decreased in the past 12
tucky, but until now the
BUYERS
. law
months, but the amount of
applied only
to
newlyvaried,
inhas
not
acreage
tt'yob- -h3VO lOrrie ireeStOck
purchased vehicles. The change
everience we will tram you
dicating that larger operators
in the law was spelled out in
to buy cattle sheep and
are expanding as smaller
hogs
legislation enacted by the 1972
operations shut down, Harris
For a local mtery.ew, write
General Assembly.
said.
today watt your background
The sign is a fluorescent
Include your complete adyellow-orange triangle with a
dress and phone number
GOOD VIEW
dark red border.
CATTLE BUYERS, INC.
While taxiing, 747 pilots
The term "slow moving
4420 Mad/SOO
have an excellent position for
vehicle"
includes
farm
KantaS Cit'y
MO 641 1 1
sightseeing — they are lookmachinery, horse drawn
ing down on their surroundwagons and highway mainings from 29 feet in the air.
tenance equipment.

Mowing' Signs
Must Be On Vehicles

APPLY NOW

future- -benefits for men wil1,be
computed on the
more
favorable basis than has been
true in the past for women.
Higher benefits will be
available for persons who work
past age 65.
. A special minimum benefit
for the low-paid; but regular
worker under social security
will assure a benefit of as much
as $170 a month for a person
who has worked at least 30
years under social security. A
person who has worked at least
25 years would qualify for
$127.50 per month. The fewer
years a person works the lower
the special mipimum benefit
would be.

Father; people—wisewhile they getsocial security
checks will always be assured
that the more they earn,. the
more total income they will
have. 'This is due to the
eliniination of the provision for
the loss of $1 in benefits for each
$1 of earnings. Now a
beneficiary loses $1 in benefits
for each $2 in earnings above
82100.
. Of the sOcial securitybenefiLS
paid to beneficiaries in Kentucky during 1972, $375,028,000
went to retired workers and
their
dependents
and
$158,565.000 to the survivors of
workers who have died. Another
$95,161,000, was paid to severely

Hospital Report
January 2, 1973
ADULTS 94
NURSERY 5
AISMISSIONS
Mrs. Marilyn Mikulcik and
Baby Girl, Box 333 Univ, Sga.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Scarlett Tripp, 1610
Sunset, Murray,Mrs, Terry Lee
Delker and Baby -Boy, 1716
Keenland, Murray, Master
Kevin Lee Hurd, Rt. 3, efrootnn,
Deinelson, Rt. 6, Murray,
Miss Cathy Anne Mitchell, P.O.
Box 658, Murray. John Will Scarbrough, 1614 Magnolia,
Murray, Mrs. Hutchie Smith,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Olmon Parrish,
Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Capitola
Beale. Box 53, Murray.
Cletus Smith Robinson expired), 805 Sha awa, Murray.

TIN COP RUNNETH OVER
TIN CUP, Ind. LAP1 - This
southern Indiana community
apparently has not jumped on
the zero population growth
bandwagon.
The roadside identification
sign which originally read,
"Population It has been altered and a "15 painted in
You won't find Tin Cup on the
state highway map. but a state
highway official says it's near
Bedford

MONDAY • TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

Drycleaning SPECIAL
•••'•

Ladies'or Men's:
2 Piece

•

VALUABLE COUPON

00

4
.:.-.,-

SUITS ;
••
08 Shirts Laundered
2- This Coupon worth $1.00 OFF
"- the regular price of cleaning and
. - water repelling your raincoat.

any2tor i

.
8
•

ililh4H
(-

Coupon must accompany
order.
Limit 1
Expires Wed. 1/10/73

••

i

Good Mon — Wed

0
5 for 99

oFnolHdedangoerrs

One HOUR .
DRY cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center
Open 7 A.M.-6 P.M.
•

.75340114

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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dependents account for about 63
percent of all those receiving
payments. The survivors of
workers who. have died, including children and their
widowed mothers, aged widows
and widowers, and aged
dependent parents, make up
close to one-quarter of all those
receiving *vial security
payments. Another 11 per cent
are disabled workers and their
dependents.
Although social security is
often mistakenly looked upon as
a program for the elderly, Ray
said, over 26 percent of all
beneficiaries are under age 60
and 15 percent are under age 22.
In the 1972 legislative actions—more than 60 changes

have been made in the general Federal revenues (not
Medicare program to improve out of .social security conand extend its coverage and to tributions), the new program
control costs. Among the more will go into operation in
important changes is .one that January 1974, a year from now.
beginning next July, will bring ,During 1973, -the States will
Medicare protection to people continue to make payments to
under 65 who have been the people now eligible under
receiving social secusity the current Federal-State
disability benefits for 2 years or public assistance programs.
Beginning in 1974, the new
more.
In addition to the social Federal program will provide a
security and Medicare changes, national uniform floor of inRay pointed out . that the come of $130 a month 1 $195 for a
legislation enacted on October couple). In States where
30 calls for the Social Security current assistance payments
are higher, the Federal floor of
Administration to set up a new
program of Supplemental income is intended to serve as a
base to which the §tates can add
Security Income for the needy
in order to maihtain existing
aged, blind, and disabled.
Financed entirely out of payment levels.

100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT

Ladies FAMOUS NAME Denim

SPECIALALDIE,
PURCHASE

FLARE LEG SCREEN PRINT
TOPS
JEANS

5

SPECIAL

PANT SUITS

6

Regular S9

SPECIAL

1099 Value
SPECIAL
Guaranteed washable
Assorted patterns and colors

Assorted sizes in white and navy blue

'3 ARD $4

7 to 14
Req. 6.99 to 10 99

Size

GIRLS WINTER and HOLIDAY

DRESSES

299
11 $2
TEEN and CHILDREN

Reg
3.99

$3

54 AND

$5

Reg
150
4.99 up ej

SCARF and CAP SETS

Reg. 3.99 up
INFANTS SCARF AND CAP SETS Reg. 2.99 $2

2"

LADIES

77c

CHI LDR ENS

RIZ''1

Cl-it LDR ENS
Regular 144
1.99
I

PANTY NOSE SPECIAL
"LEDA" Regular and Sheer to waist 9F'.;:pr Sfcti$
2
•
BERKSHIRES SOLO One Size Regular
and SCANTI PANTI 4 size Sheer to waist

FoR
Reg. $2 la

SI"ECIAL MOVIE STAR MISSES

"MINI" SLIP 7:;Z399 2F0030069EA.

Shop Our
Bargain Tables!

WINTER DRESSES
VISIT
OUR
BARGAIN
TABLES

HI

Must clear to make room for new spring
numbers

III
III

Values

to 899

Regular 8.99 $6
to 16 99

$3AND $5
s8 si0

FAMOUS DEERING MILLIKEN QUALITY

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
Reg. 2.98 to 266
3.98 yd.
GROUP OF

41,99

Reg.

,

y.
a

Cui from
full bolts

5,99

111.

SHORT LENGTHS SPECIAL $97
+ND

DEERING MILLIKEN

BONDED TURBO
QUALITY2
ACRYUCS SMSI.I
$1
Lot
COTTON FLANNELS

yd.

37c yd.

Solid pinks, blues, maize and
whites Perfect for making
gowns and sleepwear

FANCY FLANNEL

yd.47`

CLEARANCE SPECIALS from MEN'S and BOY'S DEPARTMENTS
FAMOUS NAME MEN'S KNIT

MEN'S SUBURBAN LENGTH

DRESS or
SPORT SHIRT

750
Reg 8 99

MEN'S

DRESS SHIRTS:79$4:=$5
SPORT and $3 $4 $5
KNIT SHIRTS
MEN
ii"ORT SHIRT
25°
Reg. 3.99 to 6.99

JACKETS 73g: $ 5An$20
WRANGLER JEANS $499
BOY'S

Popular flare leg Heavy 13% oz. Denim Size 6-18
MEN'S FAMOUS BRAND

DOUBLE KNIT

SLACKS

Flare and Stta,st Leg

Regularly pan:ad
to $20

$10

FUR LINEDM'S

350
DRESS GLOVES
25°3.00
flisIT and
SWEATERS
SPORT SHIRTS Reg 1.99
CLEARANCE of SHOES for the FAMILY
Reg. a.
$5
HEELS
54
DRESS BOOTS
s19.9a 10
Reg.
4.99

Reg. 2.99

MEN'S

Regular 2.99 to 3.99

Reg 999 $5 Reg. 12.99$1
Slipovers, Cardigans, and Novelty types

WOMENS and TEENS DRESS and CASUAL
Reg 5.99
Blacks and Browns

UI

All
Most
Wante
Colors

SEWING SPECIALS

WINTER GLOVES
Regular
99c

III

LAN ES

Size 4 to 6x
Reg. 4 99 to 8.99

PANT
SUITS

12.99 Value

$6

Assorted styles, colors and materials
In juniors, Missy and Hatt Sizes,

GIRLS WINTER

WOMENS and TEENS HI FASHION •me

Reg. 8.99

LADIES "

WEATHER BOOTS

Reg. 9.99.
0
All new styles including Krinkle and Stretch.

Black &
Brown

590

HOUSEHOLD CLEARANCE SPECIALS
PROCTOR -SIL EX

•
•
•
•
•
•

PAINT

•
•

BRAIDED .RUG SETS

KNITS should be DRYCLEANED by PROFESSIONALS ••••••••
.••••••••....•• •••••

disabled workers under 65 and
their dependents.
Nationally, social security
cash benefit payments in 1972
totaled $41,607,000,000. This was
over 84 billion higher than in the
previous year. An estimated
$51.8'billion in social security
benefits is expected to be paid
out in cash benefits in 1973, Ray
said.
At the end of December 1972,
28.4 million men, women, and
were
children
receiving
security
morittly_ . social
benefits, one out of every 8
Americans. Over a million
persons were added to the
benefit rolls during the course
of the sear, Ray said.
their
Retired worker a

STEAM-DRY IRON Re, 10.9g$888
Reg. 1.98 to 2.98 Gal.
Not all colors avatiable

APprox. Size 1 -9x12, 1-3)(5, 2-2x3

gal

GIRLS

Red & White

WEATHER BOOTS

LERMANS

se

4499

13-3

wikAuskei
111111111116

C.-,
•
.
1

$3

1, Nev
v Nev
Fas

_
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;I.: SEVEN

••••.1. •••••
an /sap lle•

ii

Bel Air 'Shopping Center
1-6 Sunday
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Phone 753-8304

II
IS
II

II
II

Our Pledge To You In
1973 Is Continued Low,

Is
IS

11

SI

II

Low Discount
Prices Psi
Ii

SI

II
II

II
II

Kama
Lee
Panty Hose

II

II
IS

II
II
II

TABLECLOTH
FOAM BACK
52"x 70" Size

Sold With

Money Back
Guarantee

Washable, Waterproof, Durable, Stain Resistant_

Many colors and combinations.

Regular '2.49 Value

.
1

SI
II

ONION CHOPPER
16-ounce size. Chops most foods
easily, safely. Dishwasher sate.

Regular '1.29 Value
These two new fragrances gives you

!I
II

11

III

III

NI

MAGNETIC

WINDSHIELD COVER

RAYETTE

III

No moo scraping, spraying, defrosting!

mdli)1 IASI)

itegiii4ar- 99

Value

III
!!!

HAIR SPRAY

BOWL & TUB BRUSH
t, Never Loses Its Hold
v Never Sticky
v Faster Drying

Ul
HS

III
su

DUST PAN

v Styles Easier
I/ Holds Better

HA/R
6 WITH°UTSG REASE

us

ih

Durable plastic. Assorted colors.
Engineered edge.

Regular 49' Value
!I!

SPOON REST

isi

Chrome Plated Steel. Heat Resistant.
Cleans Easily.

!I!

III

Regular 98' Value

!.1!.
lir
55.

ROASTER PANS

!I!

Holds a 4 Pound Roast or Chicken •

UI

I',

'1.69 Value

III

III
!!!
III

CANDLES

TAPER
Red & Green
White

Solid State
Regular 51288

10 and 12 Inch

Regular 20' II 25' Values

IPOT HOLDERS2/26
EXTRA LARGE
Assorted Colors

Value

C;

NI
NI

NI
Ill
HI

III

Regular 2 for 55'
HI

TRASH BAGS

EVEREADY BATTERIES
Size "D"

a. 59` Value

.30'. Value

!!!

III

hi
!IS
HI
a•

.811,

Pt(.1

Tax Returns
Should Be

I Ii

Congressional Fringe Benefits
Push Annual Salary To $51,000

end of
in Fiscal Year 1972, up 18.3 per next four months. At the
employment
1972,
Year
Fiscal
cent from 1971 while operating
expenses amounted to $9.5 totaled 736,400.
At the same time, Mr.
billion, up to 6.3 per cent.
said, "We achieved a
Ktassen
AmericanS mailed a. retofd"
Louisasille, Kentucky -2.4 per cent
significant
Estimated
last
benefits.
mail
of
pieces
cellaneous
87.2
billion
should mail all
ceive free medical attention by
Taxpayers
An AP Nees Special
year, or 419 per capita, up from productivity gain in the fiscal Federal income tax returns to
a full-time staff of physicians value: $500 a year.
By BROOKS JACKSON
This
30.
lune
ending
a
year
produced
The increase is up from an
Adding all these
87 billion pieces in 1971. Most of
and nurses at the Capitol. Servthe IRS Service Center in
Associated Press Writer
value of fringe benefits of average 80 per cent for the
the mail-49 billion pieces-is productivity figure contrasts Memphis, Tennessee, Mr. Paul
- ices ,inchide. free check-ups, total
IAPJ
WASHINGTON
sharply with gains averaging
three-year period. 1969-71. It
at least $8,511"YelrlY7
first class..
Niederecker, District Director
Fringe benefits for congress- free treatment, free medicine,
less than one per cent annually
doesn't tell the meant that the Postal Servicefigure
cent
this
per
94
But
said
Klassen
Mr.
and
service
a
free " ambulance
Internal Revenue for Kenof
men and senators are worth
1960's."
of
year
first
whole story. Congressmen re- in- its
of the first-class mail deposited through most of the
said today.
tucky
minimum of $8.500 and ptish. -even free, wallet-size elecThe combination of increased
ceive cash allowances for sta- reorganization-required $1.3
by 5 p.m, and destined for local
All income tax forms
their total annual compensation trocardiograms for each memcommitment
a
and
exproductivity
tionery, non-Washington
billion in a direct Congressional
delivery is being delivered the
packages contain an envelope
to at least $51.000. an Associ- ber..
penses and non-Washington
next day. The p percentage of by postal managers, par- addressed to the Service
Latest six-month figures'show
ated Press survey shoat's.
telephone calls that add up to
next-day delivery is usually ticularly in the field, to hold Center.
The tabulation of fringe bene- the government spending at a
year, more for
a
$7,250
least
at
higher in smaller com- costs in line enabled the service
even
these
for
$119,757
Checks or money -orders in
'fitsJor members of Congreas, yearly rate of
Last summer to forego the need
senators.
munities.
of the tax should be
payment
who start a new session today, services to 535 senators" and
No accounting is required of
"Another indicator of im- for a previously budgeted $450 made payable to : "Internal
incjudes such items as pension representatives. Value: more
inrate
congressmen
postage
in
these funds, and
proved service was a reduction million
Mr.
Service,"
Revenue
rentributions and conservative than $724 a year.
who 'desire may pocket any
S in the average time for creases scheduled for January Niederecker said. "Aod don't
Tait break: Because conestimates of special tax breaks
1973.
not actually spent, no
aniount
delivery," the Postmaster
forget to put your Social
gressmen- --must- inliniain a
and liberal travel allowances.
Only second-elaaa mailquestions asked. Busy congressGeneral reported. "Without
security number on the check',"
But its31-ein0t include some year-round residence in Washor
manufactured,
be
to
the
for
Society
causes'
The National
men may aril spend even more
regard to the time of day when generally used by newspapers, he added.
other benefits-congressmen re- ington and a legal residence in
an
sale,
for
exposes
in
or
of
Blindness,
sells
otherPrevention
these
and
for
allowances
magazines
to
their
or
than
the letter was d deposited
ceive, such as unlimited leave their home district or state,
periodic public warnings, has +instrument or weapon of the the distance sent, the average publications--plus
non-profit
official items, however'.
QUARTER OF BRITISH
and free surgery by military they are allowed to deduct up
a
as
known
usually
out
singled
kind
years
for
and
mail
third-class
CAR SALES IMPORTED
the
of
each
delivering
for
time
doctors, which are difficult or to $3,000 from their taxable In"projectile-type" toya ind "toy slingshot.' And I emphasize 49 billion first-class letters educational
library
and
LONDON (AP) - Imported
come eaCh year for living eximpossible to price.
&specially here not only the legal decreased from 1.7-to 1.6 days." materials sent fourth-class did ears represented 24 per cent of
as
weapons"
The $42.500 in base pay and penses in Washington.
sales in Bntain in October
dangerous, among the various prohibition, but the use of the
In the important parcel post not pay' their own way, the total
nunimurn of $8,500 in fringe
For a married congressman
according to latest official
1972,
categories of toys proven terms, 'instrument or weapon.'
showed.
report
annual
.-....-4-category, he said the average
benefits amount to a total high- in the relatively low 39-per-cent
statistics
"We cannot stress strongly'
hazardous to the eyes of
second-class
Intra-county
time for delivery decreased
Of a total of 135.456 car sales
er than the income of 99.5 per tax bracket, this would mean
youngsters. Concurring em- enough," says Mrs. Boyce,"our from 4.9 days during the final mail received a 73.8 per cent
32,580 were imcent of all American taxpayers. $1,170 in savings. But the
DEAN
By SUZANNE
phatically, Boston attorney position that if parents want to quarter of 1971 to 4.3 days in the subsidy. Outside-the-county in the month.
ported _ compared with 112.151
Here is a partial lisJia.of ,the deduction is worth • even more
Assoeiated Press-Writer - - Edward M. war," author of' alley their children te learn the
publications
regular- rate
- Year.
final quarter OT-ihis
sales and 19,512 imported in the
personal benefits now received because he would have to earn
SEATTLE I AP)- The quali- the controversial 1971 book, skills of amateur weaponry',
As of last June 30, Mr. received a 51.7 per cent sub- same month last year when the
by members of the /loose and $1,918 in taxable income to fication is unusual for a schol- -Toys That Don't Care," they should at least be made to
Klassen said the average postal sidy; classroom publicatons, percentage was 17.4
Senate and the value of these produce the same amount of arship fund being established
declares even the Society's use acknowledge that this is what employee was earning "more 71.9 per cent, and non-profit
In the first 10 months of 1972
benefits. money after taxes. If a here: Only convicted prosti7 , of the statistical category', "toy they are doing. These items
cars were sold incent.
per
1.412.290
81.2
publications,
salary
in
annually
than $12,000
Pension Members of Con- congressman is single or in a bites need apply.
should be available only in
weapons," too euphemistic.
Bulk rate non-profit third- cluding 331,518 imported modbenefits."
and
Social
for
gress aren't eligible
higher bracket, the deduction is
23 47 per cent Com- 71
Superior Court Judge Charles . "These. items•-blowguns, sporting goods stores and only
He noted that labor costs class Mail received a 62.8 per els
ed
re
Security, but they may join a worth" even' more Estimated Z. Smith, who earlier in his ca- darts and dirt guns, bows and to children above a certain
wert
velsimpo
971 120eleom
1v9eitolta
ra8i64
piar
library
and
subsidy
cent
Postal
of
cent
per
85
comprise
generous pension program. value: at least $1,918.
reer spent two years in Munici- arrows, slingshots, pellet and age "Mr. Swartz further states Service costs. Hiring restric- materials, 67.5 per cent.
Nearly all do. It allows them to
Travel' Representatives are pal Court trying nearly all of BB guns--are projectiles, yes; that in his opinion it is safei- for
19 29 per cent
Congress has phased out in- -Most
popular imported car 1
-retire after as few as five years paid for up to 19 round trips Seattle's prostitution cases, they are weapons, yes; but they -youngsters to be taught to use tions imposed last March 29
in these categories_ of was the French Renault range
creases
of service at 12.5 per cent of borne per year. Senators get up says the fund will be used to are definitely not toys," says weapons,-called weapons, with resulted in postal employment mail over the next five to ten
with 51,586 sales or 3 65 per cent
full salary, or at up to 80 per to 45. Committees also send help women convicted of prosti- Mr. Swartz, recently elected a the obvious regard for training, dropping through attrition by
years.
of the market
more
than
in
33,000
persons
the
cent of full salary after 32 some of their members on oth- tution in the past five years.
precautions
and
board member of the Society's supervision
years' service. Members con- er trips, sometimes including
But Smith and other officials Massachusetts affiliate which weapon use demiinds.
If you can't
their
of
tribute eight per Cent
*lobe-trotting junkets of ques- don't hold out much hope for organization.
With the holiday' season just
you can still
money,
bank
yearly salary, and the govern- tionable value to taxpayers.
success.
"Proponents of laissez-faire past, the Society urges parents
personal
the
ment matches this amount.
Estimating
The fund was started with
with regard to'toy regulation to take "gift inventory;" to be
Value $3,400 per year.
value of such travel to con- $1,500 that Smith recently fined ...may claim to be unimpressed aware whether or not projectile
Life insurance- Nearly all gressmen is particularly diffi- Ralph I. Goldlierg, 75, following
with the statistics on numbers toys or toy weapons were in the
members participate in a group cult, since they travel different Goldberg's conviction on of eye injuries caused by these gift bag- • and to be warned of
life insurance program that distances and mix their busi- charges that he was living off projectile toys,'"says Virginia the inherent hazard to eyesight
liTEP iNSTRUCT IONS •TREE las-PitRy
EASY
provides $45,000 term•Ide insur- ness. politics and pleasure in the earnings of a prostitute
• RENT SUE PAYMENTS • U'S FUN AND
S. Boyce, executive director of posed by these items.
Try this . . the Miles way. Build a Miles precut
ance Members pay $N.80 per different ratios. The AP as- 'Smith said Tuesday that he the National Society. -But it is
baiih money? Hard to do. Don't bother.
We pay top prices for your spare time. Beat
LOT OF BIRDS
home. Worth thousands more than it costs.
month, and the government signed an arbitrary but nomi- fined arid put Goldberg on pro- the Society's position that' in
No need to
Dot yourself and save up to $12 per hour.
labor.
hOWnng
of
cost
high
the_
foundation...
IN LONDON
matches one-third of that. nal value to these liberal travel bation, rather than sentence actual numbers the incidence of
payment. We furnish everything, help pay for your
down
brg
for
cash
save
yourself.
LONDON AP) - For every
Quit renting ... now. We help you to help
Value - $107 per year
allowances. Estimated value: him to jail, because he had de- these injuries is terribly imSave on time, labor, and materials.
London
Greater
in
men
100
HOMEn
Additional insurance' Con- $1.000
'BUILD IT YOURSELF
cided that Goldberg "should do pressive; and that waiting for
FPLEASE RUSH ME YOUR FREE CATALOG ON MILES
are 108 women - two
. 1
,s
gress always awards to surviParking: Senators get two something to recompense the, .statistically -compelling evi- there
him..
national average
the
than
more
1
vors of deceased members one free parking spaces near their years he-had spent degrading /knee, to be compiled is not
Addr•ii
ot -..1
- according ,to provisional fig/
full year's salary . This ironclad Capitol office. Representatives women through prostitution."
pubbut
\
census
1971
clairn.
some
the
prudence, as
ures from
/
- 2vt_Alto. %en' C.ty, Slat*, Z.p
Illt
,
custom is, in effect, free addi- get one. Commercial parking in
Dr. Jennie James, a Un- gross negligence." Mr. Swartz fish
i
lished here
.
...1
tional life insurance worth downtown Washington costs iversity of Washington psylow-h,.
The female-male ratio is
likewise scores what he calls a
$42,500 The AP tabulation esti- $40 to $50 per month. Value: chiatrist who has conducted a
at 102 --, in the West"
est
'body count psychology."
area of
mated the probable yearly pre- $540 a year $1,080 for senators. two-year study on prostitution, tMrs. Midlands industrial
available.
is
Evidence
mium for this insurance by pro'intern
Gymnasium. Congressmen says a homer to educational
Society
the
that
reports
125 E. Short, Lexington, Ky. 40507
In the country as a whole. 38
rating the cost of the other have free and exclusive use of advancement usually is the mo- Boyce
documentation
is a Miles focal representative in your area
There
receives
15the
in
women
of
cent
per
group life coverage The real extensive gymnasium facilities, tive for a woman's becoming a
news- age group are married, the figHandymen. be Homeowners
national
its
through
cost probably would be much including steam roams, swim- prostitute.
clipping service of "on the ures showed
higher because of the advanced ming -pools and sauna. EstiShe said a similar scholar- average of three or four serious
age of many congressmen. Es- mated value $153
ship program was launched in
or blinding eye injuries to
timated value. at least $405 per
Miscellaneous' Congressmen Detroit but no one applied.
children each week. attributed
year
enjoy many other minor, per"Prostitutes don't like to
to toy weapons" According to
Health insurance Congress- sonal services and gratuities change their profession." she
these reports, the most serious
men are eligible for the same from the government. The Na- said.
and frequent offenders are air
group health insurance cov- tional Botarucal Gardens will
Officials say there has been
Mr
erage available to federal gov- supply up to three live plants a only one applicant so far, a wo- rifles and BB guns.
devoted
is
practice
law
Sawrtz's
ernment employes. The govern- month, free. Up to 50 pictures a man convicted of prostitution
safety
ment pays up to 40 per cent of month may be framed by Capi- twice in the past two years. to consumer and product
that
states
he
and
suits;
costs.
Premiums
premium
tol carpenters, free.
Smith said the woman, who is currently he is representing 10
vary, so The AP calculated the
Representatives may receive on welfare, wants to study
sufaverage government contribu- one Tree footlocker a year "for counseling at Seattle Commu- child-clients "who have
fered blinding injuries from
tion for each congressman. AV- official use." Special free linity College after she com- these so-called projectile toys."
erage value' $264 per year.
cense tags allow congressmen pletes high-school equivalency
The federal Food and Drug
Free medical care: Congress- the priceless privilege of park- exams. She was not identified.
Administration and its Bureau
men and their families may re- ing in any no-parking zone in
The scholarships will be ad- of Product Safety, empowered
Washington, except hydrant ministered by the Seattle MuChild Protection and
and loading zones. The privacy nicipal Probation Service, under the
Act of November
Toy
Safety
of secluded- -dining rooms, and Smith said, with awards to be
to ban toys which present
members-only barber shops made by a board that is to in- 1969
or
come with the price of the clude a municipal court judge, "an electrical, mechanical
conhas
hazard,"
thermal
meals and haircuts. The AP as- a state court judge, an educaDONECT•10 DAYS VOICE Tat&So* 416
1•16•4-40- I.
cerned itself almost exlusively
A1144,4..
139 •S
signed.an arbitrary but nomi- tor and a social worker.
(ye Wow A••• N miloom• .111 evil W.I..
with banning items which
PPe
nal
to
value
1404.101.
P
•
5.
these
mis•Ox
4.44.01:411•
One requirement of ttie fund contain a "hidden" hazard.
is that a woman must be regis- These bazards (i.e., easily
iered in a college or vocation removable
in
squeakers
school
before receiving money squeeze toy's for infants, easily
MURRAY,*Vet SERVICE
- a measure officials said is exposed pins or spikes in dolls
designed to prevent use of the and stuffed toys, sharp points
Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices:
funds for other than school ex- and edges exposed in easily
7th & Maple St.
Phone 753-9999
penses.
dismantled or easily broken
toys) have led to over 60)) bans
'by the FDA.
"Ironically," Mr. Swartz
states, "the FDA has ignored ,
that category of 'toys -the
type- whose
projectile
potential for injury is so ap1-Year Certificate
90-Day
parent th.;t the usual reasons
Regular Passbook
1-Year Certificate for product condemnation, such
"Extra
Earning
Passbook"
Minimum
$1,000
No Minimum
$5,000 Mininium
as mislabeling or defective
No Minimum
design or construction, simplyaren't the issue. The hazard is
built into the function of the socalled toy."
The National' Society for the
Prevention of Blindness advocates, as does attorney
Swartz;that these items are not
toys by definition or function,
and that they should out be sold
as toys particularly in view of
the fact that, according to the
Toy
of,
Manufacturers
America's- own estimates, onethird of all toys( and accounting
for about41 billion per year in
areUght Or selected by
childre„ri themselves.. •
Postmaster General E.T.
Klassen announced Thursday
that postal revenues, fees and
income for the first year of the
U.S. Postal Service Provided Wiper cent of total costs.

appropriation, down 34.8 per
cent from a high of $2.08 billion
in 1971."
"We have piirsitecl tire major_
gria"ls. IMprove the quality and
realiability of mail services
and reduce costs," Mr. Klassen
said in submitting the first
annual report to the &lard of
Governors since the Postal
Service was created July 1,
1971, %kith a mandate to be selfsustaining by 1984.
Revenues totaled $7.8 billion

Toys Singled Out
As Being Dangerou

Unusual Grant
Is Established
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the Miles way...

MILESHOM

•

2-Year Certificate
$10,000 Minimum

t

When Certificate Earnings are retained and Compounded
in 90-Day Passbook.

2%
/
53/4% 51

THANKS

For your patience while
we were,on vacation
at

474%

Interest Paid Quarterly On ALL Certificates and Passbooks

Colonial House
Smorgasbord
WE WILL BE

OPEN

FOR BUSINESS •

AS USUAL

Tuesday, January 9; 1973

"We are encouraged by steps
taken in.same states, such as
14-.- Sweet's own ptate
fitaiisacliasa1ia41.-aalrir Mrs
'Boyce, "where a statute call',
Tar fine or imprisonment f(4)
whoever manufactures iii

Federal Savings and Loan
Phone
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Branch
753 7921
7th at--
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Your Individual
Horoscope

COLONEL. TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
FRANKFORT, Ky.—At Secretary of I)efense has said
midnight, Dec. 31, 1972, each there would be no calls for
Selective Service local board in January or February, 1973,
Kentucky Closed its' books for which would lessen the
the year. Every registrant likelihood for the Extended
whose RSN was 95 or below, Priority Selection Group to be
born in 1952 or earlier, and a called. Rules restrict the calling FOR TUESDAY,
member of the First Priority for the Extended Priority
JANUARY 9, 1973
Selection Group for 197 was Selection Group to he called.
placed in the Extended Priority Rules restrict the calling for the
Look in the section in which
Selection Group for possible call Extended Group to the first 90 your birthday comes and find
during the first 90 days in the days following the close of the what your outlook is, according
new year.
year in which the registrants to the stars.
The Secretary of Defense has had their prime vulnerability
ARIES
announced that approximately for induction. Young men born (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20i 414A
New opportunities indicated
10,000 young men will be in- in 1051,. would -nave to fill calls if
ducted during the first six the Extended Priority Selection — some not obvious at first.
months of 1973. Assuming this is Group is exhausted or for some Keep searching. In the
an accurate estimate, Ken- reason, is not called in the first meantime, however, do not
neglect regular obligations.
tucky will have to ftirnish ap- 90 days.
proximately 200 men during
It is difficult to advise the TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
that period.
First Priofity Selection Group
Emphasize team work and
Indicatiorp are that for 1973 since the system has no
lend a hand to those who could
Fegistrants born in 1953, who accurate information as to the use it. Don't shunt aside small
would normally compose the size and the nature of the call jobs because you think them
First Priority Selection Group for March. It remains to be seen unimportant.
for 1973, are eyeing the future whether or not the Army will GEMINI
rather nervously, particularly if ask for induction of the full I May 22 to June 21)
their RSN's are relatively low. 10,000 men during the last four
Your
outlook,
highly
One of the reasons for this months of the system's in- favorable, indicates that
nervousness is that the duction authority.
dividends are now rapidly
accruing from past wise investments. However, don'
offset gains by overspending.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23(
Neither be extravagant in an
effort to impress others nor fall
for any ostentatiousness
Announces The Opening
displayed for your benefit.
Concentrate on what's REAL
of His Office
and dependable.
Bel Air Center
LEO
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Do not overtax yourself, and
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 7534668
do avoid anxiety. If you are
doing your very best, both in job
and personal matters, it will
prove rewarding enough.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 WPLA
Good influences stimulate
your skills and capabilities. You
should feel enthusiastic about
the way things go now.
LIBRA
IL 1-1,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Planetary influences point to
new interests. Make sure you
are ready for them — but
without slighting curreittt
obligations. Don't let "moods"
cause misunderistandingtr -SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
Putting "heart and soul" into
your activities is fine — IF you
don't overtax yourself. Set a
reasonable pace and follow it
calmly, confidently.
SAGITTARIUS,
fNov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Some interference wfl.h your
plans indicated, but take it in

* Prices In This Ad Good Mon.-Tubs.-Wed., January 8-10 *

DR. JOHN INGRAM

Podiatrist and Foot Surgeon

of colors.
Sizes' 29-38.
Reg. 16.94

stride. What you do with your
own talents is what counts. Use
THEM well, then note where
other puzzle pieces fit.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Being faithful to a trust brings
its own reward. So, whether or
not your efforts seem to be
appreciated, keep right on —
with integrity and consistent
endeavor.

Asstd. Styles & Colors

AQUARIUS
k Jan. 21 to Fib. W)
Don't try to cover too muc
territory at once — a tendency
now — but, with well-planned
procedure, aim for top goals.
Going off on tangents will only
slow up your progress.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Things will run smoothly in
some areas, roughly in others.
In all, however, maintain
serenity of disposition and
manner. Rewards for your
efforts promised soon.

You could get the full amount right now!
We can loan you the money immediately.
No waiting to do those things you want.
Phone or stop in and apply. Tell us how much
the government owes you. We'll set up a Tax
Refund Loan right now. You can repay the loan
when your refund arrives.
(Owe tax'money? Let us help. We loan money
to pay taxes, too. Phone.),
Loans and financing in any amount up to
57,500, including loans on real estate

/Z
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RIFT-

Murray .
In Bel-Air Center
Ross Wilder." Mgr . 'Ph : 75345573 -

YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely strong-willed and
determined individual, talented
along both business and artistic
lines; are self-reliant, mentally
active and physically dexterous. If you decide on business
as a career, it is more than
likely that you will choose one of
the arts as an avocation; could
find,especially in music, poetry
or writing, a splendid outlet for
your very deep emotions. In the
commercial world or in the
professions, many fields are
suited to your talents, notably:
medictne, real estate, the law,
teaching, banking or politics.
You are strong on reform and
may become an activist in one
cause or another, even if not
actually engaged in the political
arena. Birthdate of: Thomas
Watson, English poet; Carrie C.
Cott, American suffragette.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1113 For a personal 110 page
forecast on headth wea/th, love and
cnarr.aste serk3 t1 00 plus TS cents ,n
corn for poMarae and hanclIhno to
Horoscope Book Department. Boy 173,
Did Chelsea Stilton. NOW TOOL re Y.
11101 T. therthdnind -this orewaffasms, BrInt your NAME. ADOSSESS yrifft
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH Ito beaure
you pet the rsaht forecast for your
rod.ac s.qn1

Beautiful floral
in Polyester and Cotton blend.
Full & Twin- ?it and Fitted

Prints and Solids
63" & 84" Lengths
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CARE
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FAR FROM WINTER'S COL D Not everybody has winter Reflections of highrise apartments are in Ala Wei canal
in Waikiki, Oahu, Hawaii So slight was the wind when this picture was Made that it hardly disturbed the palms
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Projections Reflect
Art-Nature Weekends Planned
Rising National
At Resort Parks In Kentucky
Stature Of Forests
Current figures and future
_ffajections on forest products
-.timber growth and
inventory, reflect the rising
national stature of Southern
forests and forest industries.
For example, 1972 production
of Southern Pine lumber is
estimated by the Southern
Forest Products Association at
9.3 billion board-feet-10 per
cent higher than the 1971 figure:
V percent higher than in 1970
in
and 64 percent higher than
.
19§0.
This indicates strong reaction
Southern producers to
by
surging housing demand and
the growing prominence of the
region as a source of lumber
and other forest products.
The year now ;coming to a
close was the first since 1950
that Southern Pine lumber
output has passed the 9 billion
board fOot mark. Production
dropped sharply in the 1950's
but begala an upward trenclin
the early 1960's that is still in
progress. Increases in the
region's largely responsible for
steady expansion of existing
and the
forest industries
creation of new ones, such as
the Southern Pine playwood
industry, born in 1963.
A report on the outlook for
meeting future national timber
demands, issued this month by
the Forest Service of the U.S.
Department of Agruculture,
indicates that economic and
environmental demands on
Southern forests will become
increasingly large in the years
to come and that the region
should further intensify its
forest management programs
7Yorest --Service fisures show
that the net volume of softwood
sawtimber standing in Southern
forests mostly Southern Pine
has increased by 16 percent
since 1960 and by nearly 50
percent in 1952. But further
increases in the growth rate will
. be required to meet furture
needs.
Commenting on the outlook
nationwide, the Forest Service
says that demands for wood
products have increased by 70
percent in the last three
decades and that similar
substantial increases are expected through the end of the
century.
The Federal agency thus
stress the urgency of the need
for intensifying timber growth
rates on domestic U.S. Forests,
"especially on the 296 million
acres of nonindustrial private
lands which make up threefifths of the commercial forest
land base."
For the most part, the nonindustrial private lands are
concentrated in the Eastern
half of the United States, with
139 million acres in the outh
having the greatest growth
potential from the softwood
sawtimber standpoint.
At present, the non-industrial
4, private holdings are producing
an average growth of wood per
acre of only 36 cubic feet a
year -considerably less than
half their potential, according
to the Forest Service.
Major increases in growth
rates on suc holirlings is the,goai
II

of the Third Forest program
initiated a few years ago by the
Southern • Forest Products
Association and other forest
and
landowner
industry
organizations.
This effort, which is directed
at both softwood and hardwood
areas,seeks to provide a million
small, non-industrial private
landowners with stronger
financial incentives
and
technical assistance to practice
wise forest management.

..

Kentucky's
State Seal
Motorized
FRANKFORT, Ky.-After
160 years the seal of the. Commonwealth of Kentucky is if
last mechanized.
The emblem, which must
mark all official business of the
governor,is now driven by a one
fiftieth horse-power motor that
will allow the Secretary of
State's office to emplant the
seal on 10 documents per
minute. The device is mounted
on a roll-away table for nightly
storage in an office vault.
Secretary of State Thelma
Stovall saw no reason why in
this "day when we can walk on
the moon" the seal could not be
made easier to use. Previously,
sheer muscle had to be used to
get the imprint. It took three
people to move the heavy seal
from one desk to another and in
and out of the vault daily.
The seal is most often seen by
the average citizen on Kentucky
Colonel CommissiOns. But is
also appears on Commissions
for all County Judges and
Magistrates-over 800 of
these- all Police Judges and
Justices of the Peace, Commutations
of
sentence,
Requests for extradition,
citizenship restitution seven
copies documents appointing
agents for extradition, transfers
for prisoners from one county to
the other and on all executive
orders of the Governor.
Mrs. Stovall said she first
began seeking a mechanization
method when she was Secretary
of State in 1956. Carl Blair, a
tool and die Maker from
Louisville, finally agreed to
tackle the job
If the mechanized seal proves
satisfactory, the Secretary of
State Seal, used less than that of
the governor, will also soon be
motor driven, Mrs. Stovall said.
Her seal is used mainly on
Articles of Incorporation.
TITLES LISTED
JOHANNESBURG. South Africa iAP)- "Women's lib will
not really be here to stay until
the post office finds room for
Ms on its telephone accounts."
said a columnist in The Star.
The phone bills now are addressed with the all-purpose:
"The Honorable/Prof /Dr./
Rev /Mr /Mrs /Miss."

By Helen Price Stacy
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.-If
you're interested in art,
photography or nature studyor all three-Eastern Kentucky
is the place to be in January.
Carter Cave's" State Resort
Park near Olive Hill has
"Mammal
scheduled
a
Weekend" Jan. 19-21 to teach
ecology through field trips and
personal observation of the.
area's wildlife and scenic
beauty.
A Winter Weekend for Artists
and Photographers will be held
at Jenny Wiley State Resort
Park near Prestonsburg Jan.
26-27.
Some of Kentucky's bestknown Artists will be on hand
for the event, hoping to prove a
point for ecology through their
beautiful
paintings
and
photographs and portray
nature's beauty.
Participants may begin
registering at Jenny Wiley at 4
p.m. Jan. 26. A get-acquainted
social hour will open the
weekend's activities at 8 p.m.
riiday evening.
Saturday's events will open
with a demonstration of acrylic
painting by Cliff Johnson of
Morehead. Aria Alexander, also
of Morehead, will demonstrate
tissue collage as a creative art
and Russell May of Prestonsburg will discuss speed
painting with oils.
At noon, a panel of judges will
view all art and photographs
entered for judging.
Artists will be able to enter
works in eight categories • oil
landscape and seascape; oil
still life; acrylic, any subject;
abstract,
any
medium;
watercolor
landscape,
seascape, and still life;
watercolor animals, flowers..
trees and birds; pastel, any
subject, ink and pencil, any
•

subject. First, second and third
prizes will be awarded in each
category and a grand prize_ also
will be awarded.
Each photographer may
enter pieces in nine categories
in color and the same number in
black and white: portraits;
character study and human
interest; creative or experimental; pictorial or scenic;
photojournalism; animals; still
life; nature study; or unclassified.
At 2 p.m., following the
judging, Jack Coleman, Danville photographer, will discuss
portraiture and demonstrate
various lighting techniques.
Saturday eveina at 7:30 pm
Joe Discher, owner of Paul
Sawyier Galleries in Frankfort,
will discuss prints, printing,
paper quality, framing and
packaging.
Art prints and original
paintings will-lig presented as door prizes.
Dr. Roger Barbour, of the
University
of
Kentucky
Department of Zoology, will
lead field trips at the Carter
Caves Mammal Weekend. One
of the trips will take pats
ticipants into a local bat cave.
John Tierney. Carter Caves
Park naturalist, will accompany the field trips and
explain the bats' habitat.
Other wildlife will also be
observed, including
the
squtfrals that cavort around the
lodge and the brids which
abound in the park.
Guests for the weekend may
begin registering at the park
lodge at 6 p.m. Jan. 19. 'trw
evening program will begin at
830 p.m. and field trips will
begin the next morning. On
Sunday, Dr Barbour will explain
and
demonstrate
tollection and preparation of
specimens.
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2'2 miles-nor
Contact Ftobe
Wiggins' F
a.m. till 5:30 p.
4566.
TO COUPLE or
private, two •
apartment. All
wood floors, g •
$70.00 per month
2595.
AUTOS

Study Of Unborn Babies
May Answer Questions On
Organ Transplant Surgery
Can an unborn baby be compared to a transplanted
organ' The
answer to that is an easy one-yes, because an unborn
baby is
derived in part from its father, and so its cells must
appear
foreign to the mother's cells, just as a transplanted organ
would.
Then why isn't it rejected like most transplanted organs are?
That's the difficult question. It stems from a conflict between two
of the most basic systems in life-the protection and nourishment'
of the young and the defense against invading organisms.
It is known that the defense system in the mother's bodya-her
immune system-actually does mount an attack against the fetus.
So the question can be rephrased slightly' how does the fetus
survive the attacks'
Dr. Peter Ralph, at The Salk Institute in San Diego, is studying
•
this question in detail.
It is ,difficuft work. There are many elements in the
immune
system-whit blood cells, antibodies, Stlbstances called
complement that help the antibodies do their work and some
other
substances that are not yet completely identified. These elements
can react with one another in complex ways, and so
there are
many possible ways in which the fetus might be protected.
For example, the placenta,'which surrounds the
fetus, might
shield it from some of the immune reactions. Or the
fetal blood
may not have enough complement in it to react with the
mother's
antibodies or there may be factors in the mother's blood
which
are blocking the antibodies.
If theseeeeetionfetabe untangled.;
stlerrtistrr still
eleorer Picterelchner the immune' .systein works. have amuCh
(One of a series provided by The Salk
hastitute, San Diego,
Calif , to improve public understanding
of science. I
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CURTIS-MATHIS console stereo, INSURANCE: Homeowners
with AM-FM radio, turn table FarmOwners and Mobile Homes.
and tape deck. $350.00. Phone 753- Low rates, broad coverage
J13C Excellent claim service. Chec
8456.
-with us before you buys Galloway
CHEST OF Drawers, three large Insurance & Realty Agency.
February 7
drawers used and refinished, Phone 753-5842.
TO COUPLE or with one child, Phone 753-6762.
J1OC
private, two bedrrom duplex
apartment. All paneled, hard- CREOSOTED POLES and penta
wood floors, good neighborhood. treated lumber. Also styrofoam
$70.00 per month. Call 489logs for dock flotation. Murray
About Our
J8C Lumber Company, 104 Maple
2595.
.110C
Street.
Aluminum Sheets
•
AUTOS FOR SALE
SOFA AND arm chair, in good
each
J10C
1965 CHEVROLET, Chevelle, V-8 condition. Call 753-9923
motor, runs good. .New snow
FOR RENT
.
tires, radio, air conditioner. Real
The Ledger & Times
nice. Priced cheap. Phone 436two
furnished
FRONT
LAKE
2154.
JIOP
103 N. 4th Street
bedroom house in Pine Bluff
Murray, Ky.
JIIC
1970 CHEVELLE SS, black with Shores. Phone 753-2250.
Phone 753-1916
white stripes. Extra clean and
runs good. $1950.00 or best offer. TWO BEDROOM 8' wide furnished trailer, within . walking
-Colleges-Water and TITREF.' YEAR old stu•
distance to
/- I* CADILLAC Sedan Devine, sewerage furnished. Phone 753- black and white. Phone 753J8P
9808.
J8C
5375.
clean. Air, all power, vinyl top,
NICE THREE bedroom house,
miles-'north of Murray.
Contact Robert Wiggins at
Wiggins' Furniture from 8:00
a.m. till 5:30 p.m., or phone 7534566.
J12C
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leather upholstery. Phone 436Refrigerator,
2138.
J1OP TWO BEDROOM house, 104 RIGTDAIRF
North 9th Street. Key at 102 North
.00. Phone 753-3570 or 753J8NC
9th. Write Harding C. Williams, 6602.
1967 viN beige bug; excellent 236 Locust, Mononk, Illinois
condition, high mileage best 61760
Jl9C ENGLISH PLEASURE horse, 12
offer. 7534892,after 5:00 p.m. J9C
years old. Priced reasonable.
Phone 753-5525 or 753-7109. J1IC
FOR RENT
1969 OLDSMOBILE,98. Two-door
Modern Office Space-524
hardtop. All power with factory
100 BALES Timothy hay, ideal
sq. ft.-first floor, central
air Phone 753-7827
JIlt
for ponies or horses. 1,000 bales
heating, air, utilities
first class Jap hay Phone 753furnished, parking space.
J8P
If interested contact
8697.
TWO 1966 Ford vans, $400.00
Fired
Dark
Western
753days,
753-4857
each. Phone
Tobacco
Growers
LADY'S CLOTHES, sizes 9 and
JI1C
7244 after 6:00p.m.
Association. Tobacco,
11. Also boy's coats, size 6-10.
J8P
Phone 753-3693.
Building, 206-208 Maple
THREE BEDROOM frame
_Street, Murray, Kentucky.
bouse, approximately 1 acre and
lets. 753-3341-3342.
SED HIDE-A--BED couch.
full size basement, on blacktop,
J8C
$2000 Phone 753-6068
-11 mile north of ('oldwater.
furnished
TWO BEDROOM
$11,000.00. Phone 489-2110 or 489conditioned. One mile FIREWOOD: W1LL deliver. Also
J13C trailer, air
2261.
and automatic
from Murray. Garbage pick up refrigerator
436-7263.
Phone
washer.
per
$85.00
furnished.
BEAUTIFUls LOT for immediate and water
building, Sharp St., near city month. Phone Cadiz,522J16C
park, shopping center, city E6332.
"Sweetest Song I Know"
& "Lights of Home"
school, hospital, university. FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
by the Su Mac Boys
17V 3w0 bedrooms. Phone 753phone-606449-2494.
at •
Noy. A.,
JleiC
Chuck's Music Center
• r•
CAR)OF TnAivics
Si 00 each
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We wish to take this method to
think each and every °Re who so
kindly remembered us when
Mike was in the hospital with
their prayers, get well cards, also
Christmas cards; also the doctors and hospital staff and Max
Churchill ambulance service.
May the Lord Bless each one who
helped in any way to make our
triaLs easier is our prayer
Mr. and Mrs. Mike._
1TP
Falwell
The Rvssell Wells family wish to
express our deepest appreciation to our many friends
and neighbors for their kindness
and thoughtfulness extended to
us the past year during Russell's
illness. Especially the people of
the Methodist Church of Murray
and all the other churches who
helpert-and visited us. Your
kindness will never be forgotten
by his family.
We also want to express our
appreciation again for the
sympathy and kindness extended
to us during the death of Russell,
our husband and father. We
beautiful
the
appreciated
flowers, words of comfort, and
food brought to the home. Also
the kindness of Mrs. Price and
Mothers of John's class and all of
Susan and Charlie's friends. Also
many thanks goes to Dr. Hal, Dr.
Hugh, and Dr. Ammons and the
dear nurses on second floor, and
Rev. Donald Brock, pallbearers,
singers, and Max Churchill
ITC
Etuberal Home,
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LOST & FOUND
LOST: ONE brown leather purse
with drivers license and car keys.
If found phone 753-5662 or return
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40'x60'. with
expand the grocery
Out.nto another business Plus a
real nice five bedroom brick
, home with large living room

H

ISM

.:cfo*

"VW!'

21

arsd 4000

sue kitchen One acre of land
An opportunity like this ian

PrOvide you with an income and
omfortable living space fOr

only

A low ,town
522 000 00
payment and minunum monthly

payments that would be no more
than rent will .put you .nto
business NOW
JOHN C NEUBAUER
• REAL ESTATG
208 So 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
753-0101
7531
(Res

TO. dog Lo
NO Si --All ropth rwwwwl
67;Of Wahl NO.% lowbrow w

-8

Murray Cablevisiopj
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

only mckle cup of
coffee in town
The 8 to 10 Club
Burger Queen

-

rsi

trA PENNY

163 ACRES near Kirksey, gravel
pit, timber, tobacco barn, stock
barn, rental house, pasture, and
cropland, dark fire tobacco,corn
base, only 926,000, call owner,
Mayfielri 247-7132 or 247-1205.TFC

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

N E W !!

Termites

Eat Your Home

Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut
Sale, Wednesday only

10 pe•cent off all Returne0
Goods
Open till 7 00 p AA

FOR YOUR 1HOU611T5,3.12"
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED
IN VESTMENT PROPERTY.
Tu.). bedroom furnished house
with living room, kitchen, utility
i-i'iii and bath, paneled walls.
electric heat, storm windows and
st,•rio doors, newly painted.
large lot 931.:'5140'. Now renting
for $100.00 per month. Priced fi
quick sale at $12,750.00. Including
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kitchen table, with chairs, electric
st..ve, electric refrigerator.
Show'. by appointment only.
1'1144w :1'4m Pasco,Jr., 753TENC
7278..

BRICK DUPLEX apartment
building, one block from
University. Electric heat, wall to
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
of closet Space and built-in
dri!ssers. 75*x140'. Each apartment has living rbom, hedrooni,
kitchen and bath with shower.
Well insulated with rockwool ui
8'x40' TRAILER. Reason for
the ceiling, storm doors ars'
selling, moving. Will sell at a
indows. Good investment
real reasonable price. Phone 435property for only 925,500.00.
J11C
4492.
Including twr, electric table top
water heaters, 2 electric
SEAMIESS ALUMINUM gutters liot
electric
2
and
manufactured and installed by stoves
Also
furnished
refrigerators.
WESTERN AUTO
Atkins Gutter Installation,
Murray , 'phone 7534407 or 753- with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
Home of
8992
January.25C 8 chairs. Now rentinc, ft r $2,400.00
per year. Shown by appointilient
The Wishing Well
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753-,
1971 MODEL Yamaha Mini- 7278.
TFNC
like new. Price $125.00.
TWO -BEDROOM furnished Enduro,
J9C
apartment. Inquire at 408 S. 8th Phone 753-3932.
BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate
J8C
St., Couples only.
building. Sharp St. near city park
shopping center, city school
TWO BEDROOM mobile horn).
hospital, universitY Phone 606air conditioned, all electric,
from Winchester 549-2494.
TFC
water furnished. Call 753-6551
MODEL 9422
J1OP
after 4 p.m.
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
Short Long and
two miles east of Murray. Phone
J911
LARGE I.'OUR room furnished
7534819.
21
tong
Rifle
apartment gas, heat and private
entrance. No pets. Phone 753FOR SALE
J1OC
1203
THREE BEDROOM trailer, 1 11
bath, gas heat, air-conditioned, 50
gal hot water heater, garbage
disposal. Located in Mobile
Home Village. spot A-II. Phone
753-6168 day 753-4743 night. J1OC

.. F.I.C.E
......
f.......gro
..........................•1

BY OWNER; four bedrooi.
home, • with large den, large
private patio, large Jutility room,
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
and Middle Schools. Priced to
sell. Bank loan available to right
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
TFC
753-6342 nights.

tuit Slle

NOTICE

NOTICE

Another View

ig

l&

Spiders

Hwy. 641

North

Almo, Ky.

Phone 753-0880

lot Ili!
"
-1

Roaches*
ilirtk

Bill's Mobile Home Repair

Carry Germs

For: • AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
• PLUMBING • PARTS • COLEMAN,
DUO-THERM & INTERTHERM
FURNACES PARTS

Protect Your Home!
Do not

be deceived! Termites wort 24 hours a
day the year round... Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

LETS

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

•
-Murray. Ky.
Phone 753-39111
-1-Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years

FOR All. your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123_

omM•r •

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-6107 days or
TFC
753-7625 nights.

PASCHALL TRUCK IMES
- DIRECT SERVICE
LOUISVILLE, KY.

Ph. 637-2778

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Ph, 525-1415

NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO.

HURRICANE STRAPS and ANCHORS

Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center-_
BAILEY'S SHINE Shop, 10011
North 5th Street will reopen for
AVON CAN brighten your life- business on January 9. All
with extra cash you call earn as customers welcome back. Only
J9C
an Avon Representative. It's a shine parlor in Murray.
igear Way to end money
worries-selling our famous
products in your spare time.
It You
F5C
Call: 443-3366 Collect
•
SEMI-DRIVERS needed. Local
Please Phone
company's need Certified SemiDrivers. Earn &100-$400 per week.
Your
No experience ms-essary, will
train For apphcation call 317Carrier
636-2675, or write Coastway
American Systems P.O. Box
11125, Indianapolis. Indiana.
If No Results:
January25C
46201
Phone
WANTED JANITOR, full time.
Must have experience in floor
care Good pay .for the right
Before 5:00 p.m.,
person Apply in person at Big
Then
JIIC
HELP WANTED

100 S. 13th Street

r Licensed by State of Kentucky
M•mber Chamcr of

It has become essential for Mobile Homes to be
tied down. See us for.

Ph. 621-2932

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking. e'OR ALL your glass needs call
also bank gravel, fill dirt and ('art Howard Glass Company
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138. Specializing in commercial and
16
.
PRO-MODEL Bass fishing boat, or ,‘,
TFC auto mon,753.4176.
J13C
1 after 5:00 p.m.
1-0
.
.744.7
motor, trailer. trolling motor,
two gas tanks, two batteries.
Parts, Tenn.
Complete rig at 1010 Doran Road
No Joints
RCA TELEVISION, black and or phone 753-2386. Larry McCartY
j9p
901-642-7229
No Leaks
white,$35,00. Phone 753-3970. J9P owner.

Murray Home
and Auto

TEDFORD'S

Seamless Gutter

Miss Your Paper

Paper
First

753-1916

CARPENTERS HELPER
J.
wanted. Phone 753-7955.
NURSE AIDES Applications' are
now being accepted for nurse
aides. Apply- in person to Westview Nursing Home, 1401 South
J15C
16th Street.
TEXAS REFINERY CORP offers opportunity for high income
PLUS- cash bonuses, convention
trips and fringe benefits to
mature man in Murray. area.
Regardless of experience, air
mail I.K. Pate, Pres., Texas
Refinery Corp., Box 711, Fort
JIIP
Worth, Texas 76101

After 5:30 p.m.

and

Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278 -Radio, TV
, Stereo
In-Store Repair on
All Brands
Murray Home
Auto

CAMERA: KODAK 15mm No. 75
36" white gas range,
FURNISHED APARTMENT, automatic electric eye control SEARS
best offer. Phone 753or
$100.00
living room, kitchen, bathroom camera, F2.8 fast lens, with
TFC
White 5" Aluminum Baked On Enamel Paint 4:30p.m.
after
7855
with shower and bath. One or two carrying case and flash atNever Needs Painting!
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- tachment. Excellent condition.
'
1971-61'x12' MOBILE home, two
ments, South 16th Street, 753- Phone 753-5924 or 753-1681.
J9C bedrooms, central heat and air
J14C
BABY-SITTER
WANTED:
6609.
conditioning, 10'x15' room atWANT TO BUY
evenings for 4 year old girl. Must
AKC REGISTERED toy silver tached, and 10'x10' patio. Phone
two
APARTMENT,
DUPLEX
have references. Phone 753poodle puppy, 11 weeks old. Make Benton 527-9943.
J16C
bedrooms, central heat and air. nice pet. Phone 753-4469 after 6.00
J1ONC
0693.
ceramic tile bath, -washer and p.m.
KF11.1,y1S TERMITE and Pest
Antique Clocks
J11C BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
OPPORTUNITY
BUSINESS
&yer hook up, built in stove.
'MUSIC
sontrol, phone 753-3914, 100 South
We boy and sell old clocks,
$125.00 per month plus utilities. SEVEN PIECE dinette set,
13th Street "Every day you
PA
r
Fa dFAF.4
WA PraidFAFAPAR
AP IIKrd
cases, works and parts.
TFC
OPPORTUNITY
Phone 753-7850.
their
have
NEEDEO-EXCLUSIVE
bugs
lets
delay
DIST
RIBUTORS
brown and white chrome. 8u2
Over 150 in stock. We
Music Lessons
itul0.0101 •CC1 WPM% ow CAW WhO0uCt%
TFC
way."
...tr. NAOMI
years old, in good repair, $35.00.
texire
of
repair clocks. J & B Music
teachers
.Professional
No f wortruhne NOc•tyru
HOUSE, NEAR college, with Phone 753-8183.
JIIC
Piano, organ. voice. guitar.
rn#
Center. 753-7575.
7044e. PI1,1, 0, F Ian Imre
housework and-or
WILL
DO
rooms and kitchen for several
band
accordion, drums and
Orstrdould <1,044.NO. hVirOft4rup Soften, pprehtts roan 00 twOnson to
Music
B
L
instruments
Phone
baby-sitting in your home.
girls. Second semester, $140.00 EIGHT WEANING pigs for sale.
604d •Ort•tilAKI product% 40r 5 mow
,
pr41
pcuount%
OduCts rrehl r.,•%tocit uorttp.n,
Center, Murray, Ky. 7534'4040. 5 AutO/NOnw
J9P
JI2C Phone Euin Bizzell, 753-4418. J8C
,Oh"
'
each. Phone 753-9773.
767-6254.
wthltely %%nth ?nigh gwor It hue% ornpulur lost roped' <Onsurnor
WANT TO BUY: Used two-seater
/ .
ACCES
HOLLYWOOD
WAX,
AOHN',044
!
0N,
DUPONT,
2E,
TE XI
7 00
-,00tots Ana PREPATUTA Tools
in good condition. Phone 753sofa
GENERA!,HOME repairing and
TWO BEDROOM house, showeror) wilisi Sa11114
WOW 51ASTS TRISIDIAIR T.
JI0C,
TUNING -Repair- 6762.
PIANO
COLOR TELEVISION, 25",
SUAI04III0 IIIKINTOSC SU/ SACK'
COMPANY FISINSNIS WORRY
Reasonable
inside painting.
bath, modern kitchen, carpet Zenith table model. Seven
411
MINIliss USN TRUISTIKATIT 51425 r 57150 UP TO 54735 00
rebuilding, Prompt expert serFree estimate. Phone 435and tile floors, automatic washer
11)
ronotpo and
A pol4Clult shoLITO liWO CPI, thrnwhoh o 4 fi Spote no,*
experience. Rebuilt WANT TO BUY treadle sewing.
months old. Phone 753-8455. J9C
e0,9,1,111 to <Morn* buhrbOSS NV0,
100,44441 to ,10.0 10 day% 4, YOU
J8C vice. 15.years
5173.
hook up, electric heat and cirk
J9C
00*5 r•Oun•rwonit. hput 1114 <7sh rrtrettrtnint and stncgroly wont to Own
Ben W. Dyer, machine. Phone 753-4697.
sale.
for
pianos
, orlon* numb, TO
.
Your own truhnOiS. Mon wr.t• sod ground
culating coal or wood stove. Near HERD OF black Angus springer
Mi
.1
Murray, Kentucky. -F'hone 753ilTiIuttfOlaI alittpui 5511111$
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Kirksey, 10 minutes from town. cows,- including one bull. Phone
AUTO MONT ON 5151
JOHIRS001
F2C WANT TO BUY"office desk,'file
04/5 Ili COUNTY 0DIASTITTAI Di
WAS X
References 436-5353.
only.
installation. Phone 753-7850 TFC
Family
1,1
J12C
ST IOW% 0 ' T
cabinet, table saw, opaque
required. Available now. Phone
projector, air compressor and
anosrgans
RENT
TO
WANTED
JIOC
489-2405.
gun. Phone 753-63hir after
DONUT- operation
spray
'OMPIETE
,See why more people buy
J1OP
BEI.TONE FACTORY fresh
PEST CONTROli
other
and
any
name
5:00p.m.
-than
or sale. Registered
Wurlitzer
WANT TO RENT small house
batteries for all make
Sales Service Rental
piano
Lexington, ready with bath."kitchen, living room
RENT "SPECIALS." For rent, hearing aid
nes
in
Located
and
purchase. Practice piano
Drugs J1OC
WANT TO BUY bunk beds.
furnished or unfurnished, a two hearing aids. Wallis
o be moved to Murray. and bedroom. Contact Jo Unstudios J8.8 MiOstc Center
complete with springs and
Murray, Ky. 753-7575
AVERAGE HOME sprayed foc Machinery geared for high
bedroom house and two one
J8P
derwood, National Hotel.
no soil at $15100. Six month guarantee. N
mattresses. Phone 489-2118. J9C
bedroom apartments. Monthly or FROM WALL. to wall,
olinnn. Sufficient training and
Blue
with
cleaned
carpets
se
all,
-monthly contract required- idance Oiorided by slausat
KAM_ TUNING and Repair.
kesserstes negotiable.
shampooer S.pperior
RENT sTnati rorogf
Jerry Cain, 753-8712.. Registered WAN1ITO-13UY ear corn Phone
Cp. Bondurant Realty, (over Lustre. Rent electric
Exterminating .-ner as part of sale Contact WANT TO
Phone 753-6386
station.
Slapping
,
service
Belair
K,
Big
91.00
or
753-9954
Call
craftsman Piano Technician Leroy Todd, 753-9198or 75.1Company.. Phone 753Swann Grocery is
.W. Ellington, 1606) 277J1OP
J13C 7266
.19C
jgc after 5..004vms
TEC 8943.
J9C ('enter
Guild.
Januaryll
753-3460.

Call Now for Lower Winter
Prices!!

v11111130
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Sniper Shooting Spree Leaves
Seven Dead, Seventeen Wounded

Seen & Heard .. .
(Continued from Page 1

1973
MONDAY-JANUARY 8,

4ENTUCKY

Legislators To Begin Planning
Probe Into Governor's Budget

Mac Venable
Succumbs At
His , Home

"Just for today I will try to
strengthen my .mind. I will
learn something useful. I will
not be a mental loafer. I will
something that requires
read
effort last year, holding extend- sentially -part-tune legislators
FRANKk'ORT, Ky. ( AP) a beds fount' in a stairwell. -- effort,-TholIght and coned hearings on Ford's 'first ex- are in a poor position to keep
NEW ORLEANS (AP)- Po- came under gunfire.
Mac) Venable,
J. 4.
ly
will
immediate
Sonic Kentucky legislators
It was not
At one point during the precentration.
ecutive budget even though on tNO. of all the far-flung activ- prominent farmer of the Stella
lice gunners at the ready in a
the
for
of
week
this
all
planning
begin
whether
knadm
both he and the majorities of ities of state agencies year- Community, died suddenly
Marine helicopter hovered over ,dawn darkness; one of thelaurtheir most thorough probe yet
victms died V unshot wounds
"'Just for today I wiltexercise
both chambers were Democrata battle-scarred downtown hotel ming snipers was reported to or in fires se. • the snipers.
Saturday!'at 4:30 p.m. at his .
executive
into the governor's
in three ways: I will do
soul
Another effort 'to help them home on Murray ItOute-One. HiS" my
ic.
today but couldn't spot two sni- have crawled to the other' end
said
it
.,1.andrieu
is
presented
.
when
budget
Mooti„
Mayor
somebody a good turn and not
But then the budget docut get information on some of the death ods ruled as "due to
pers believed to be still alive of the hotel roof. Police sharp- that efforts
egotiate with
next year..
was reported favorably major of those activities also natural c.rsuses,•' according to
tnent
after an overnight . shooting shooters in surrounding build- the snipera w e fruitless. get found out: I will do at least
The plans will be discussed
don't want to do, as
I
two
things
of
committee and swept will get a further boost this the office of Coroner Max
out
spree in which 7 persons were ings opened fire, but Police "They said era
things," he
of
suggests, just and firmed up at a meeting
Supt. Clarence Giarrusso orthrough both houses virtually week.
killed and 16 injured_
and William James
Churchill.'
'come
Inli
of
"Things,
the-legislative
.•
subpanel
said.
That will come at the Legisfor exercise.
It was one of the few passes dered all firing stopped except get us."
Venabli, age 63, was a
on Appropria- unchanged.
Committee
terim
away
yards
600
n's
---.by the big Chinook chopper that by marksmen
member of the Goshen United
Ford has expressed encour- lative Research Conunissio
A police spokesman said
tions and Revenue on Friday.
in the federal building.
-Just for today I will be
did not draw gunfire
for the lelislators to monthly meeting on Thursday, Methodist Church where he
agement
call
plans
tentative
far,
there was "some iindication"
So
His order came when police- that the incident nutht be re- agreeable. I will look as well as for a two-day seminar for com- exaniine his budgets, in line when it will name special sub- served on the Church Official
City officials blockaded many
can, dress as becomingly as
committees to visit the state's Board and taught the Senior
streets around the downtown men on the 17th floor of the ho- lated to the New tear's Eve
mittee members some time this with the movement for greater
Howard Johnson Hotel for fear tel said they 8ere being fired sniping attacks on to other pa posible, talk low, act cour- spring to acquaint the legisla- legislative independence that prisons, mental health facilities Adult Sunday School Class of
somebods laugalbelutby.stray upone-agparantly _413i _their own licemen, one of !ettops watr hlmisi he liheriLl_ with,praise, tors with possible approaches- -got its greatest iinpetua4livring and cud,. (41141es
the churctrcriticize mit atall, nor find fault
The LitC, comprised of the
bullets or ricochets if firing re- men.
Nunn years.
the
. • s.
study.
their
killed.
for
and
techniques
The deceased was married to
of both
with anything and not try 'to
Giarrusso, who lost his No. 2
sumes.
Ford undoubtedly woulci look legislative leadership
There-Were'three iiiiperd in
A number of budgeting experts
the
former Ernestine Wright,
anyone.
improve
in
that
or
officers
previously
cautiousregulate
other
man and two
Police were moving
with disfavor, however, on any parties, agreed
meeting,
the linker at one time, but dew
that
to
invited
be
will
who
survives, on December 21,
budg- such inspections would be benely in an effort to prevent fur- the sniping which began ;Sun- -eras killed by police gunfire
including some from the Coun- major tampering with his
1946 Born February 22, 1909, in
a
have
will
I
today
the
would..
for
howith
he
them
"Just.
earlier
18-floor
acttbaint
said
to
ficial
had
The
day,
fatalities.
Asther
_ from a Marine helicopter Suncil of State Governments which et document by the General
he was the
program. I will write down
operation of such facilities anJ 'Calloway County,
tel was deserted except for po- take no chances.
sembly.
day night.
Lexington.
in
is
Turner
located
Oscar
the
late
son
of
I
hour.
ct to do every
"Time is our ally," he said.
lice and the surviving snipers.
Such an overhaul or rear- any problems they were hav- Venable and Stella Scarbrough
The sniper exposed himself what!expe
The idea is to equip the legisOne of the snipers was lulled "They're at Our will now. We're svhen he leaped from the con- - _May not follow it exactly, but I Jators to look into Gov. Wendell iiingement of priorities is high- ing.
„will hay t. It will eliminate two
Tfle idea for such visits first Venable,
Sunday night, gunnedslown by going to win.'
crete-block house to shoot at -1
budget ly unlikely in any case because
He is survived by his wife.
and indecision. Ford's 1974-76 executive
pests-was
raised by an LRC meeting
The snipers had started their the helicopter
policemen riding the big Magovernor
the
more knowledgeably and of the leverage
two daughters, Miss Sharon,
HarLeader
Minority
House
by
rine Sikorsky chopper during shooting before noon Sunday,
thoroughly than they ever have has over spending for highways
Police said the snipers were
Venable, teacher at Sikeston,
"Just for today I will have a
one of many assaults on the peppering the area with gunfire
and local projects in each old Dernarcus, R-Stanford, and Mo., sad MASS Carolyn Venable
rifles
and
pistols
with
before,
Any
armed
and
and expanded
quiet half hour all by myself
echoed
quickly
concrete structure atop the roof throughout the day after setting
district.
s
home
legislator'
magnum
Legislators long have lamenof Murray Route One; two
sections of the hotel afire. The shooting .44-caliber
relax. In this half hour
where the snipers holed up.
And even with greater guid- upon by Lt. Gov. Julian Car- sisters Mrs. W. A iViviani
ted that they have not had acTheir big-caliber guns
bullets.
so
God,
from
blocks
thank
six
will
I
about
dawn
is
hotel
before
sometimes
es- roll
A firefight flared
were a bass boom compared to as to get a little more per- cess to information or expertise ance from outside experts,
Palmer of Lone Oak and Mrs.
when another pass overhead by the city's famed French Quarthe
smaller,
to
examine
the
of
them
to
crack
enable
of
sharp
the
Pete
(Lattie)Koss
_
to my lifethe chopper, with policemen fir- ter. -elocity police weapons.
executiVe budget adequately
three
high-v
d,
Tenn.;
Springfiel
had
evening
Sunday
on
snipers
Police
the
of
ing. forced one
during their brief 60-clas sesPolice and firemen first were
brothers, W. B. Venable of
"Just for today I will be
down a stairwell - where three reported a total of 10 persons
drawn to the hotel before noon unafraid, specially I will not be sions every two years
May-field, t C. Venable of
policemen were trying to get killed. Early today, they lowapparently set
They first started a sers,us
Louisville, and Keith Venable of
ered the count to seven and Sunday by fires
afraid to be happy, to enjoy
into firing range.
manFiremen
to do so anyway during
snipers
effort
the
by
Cadiz
apparently
and
what is beautiful, to love
The three policemen were su- said the mistake
aged to keep the flames under believe that those I have, love. the, Republican administration
Funeral services will be held
perficially wounded in the gun- was made in duplicate count of
even While ducking volof former Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
control
southern
at two p.m. at the chapel
Vietnam's
today
on
North
floor
to
the
on
found
Amerioff
An
dead
the
AP)
broken
was
SAIGON
fight before it
That effort was prompted as can flight leader mistakenly panhandle with the object of of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
leys of bullets hurled at,them
It all started about 1030 am. of the hotel. They said three
much as anything by strong
John W. Archer
by the gunmen.
guided five U.S. fighter-bomb- slowing war materiel moving Home with Rev
• We do not know who wrote
Sunda) when the snipers, de- bodies, instead of the six origic majorities in both
A.M. Thomas ofTwo separate fires in which
Democrati
Rev.
Laos
and
Vietnam,
South
to
on
down
found
a
were
carry
beon
reported,
the
attack
nally
but
blacks,
accidental
as
into
an
lines,
ers
police
these
scribed by
the state senate and house of the Da Nang Air Base today.
arson is suspected and which
ficiating. The song service will
and Cambodia.
message for those who seek
gan setting fires in the hotel. the top floor The other dead inlinked
be
may
say
tives then.
authorities
Forty-five B52s dropped be by the Goshen Church Choir
happiness arid tranquility and representa
When firemen arrived, they cluded the three policemen and
one
Ten Americans and
with the shootings destroyed
With the strong powers vesabout 1,300 tons of bombs, and with Groover Parker as leader.
peace of mind. They carry a
were reported
Vietnamese
in
office
two downtown warehouses Jan.
the
governor's
ted
in
Pallbearers will be Max
there were 124 strikes by fightmessage for everyone who
injured
or
shrapnel
Constitution, leg- wounded by
s during the 24-hour Henry, Rheamond Wright,
er-bomber
the rough road of life on the Kentucky
walks
No
cover.
Another arson-suspected
islators in the past have been while running for
at 8 a.m. today.
Keith Farris Venable, William
this earth.
wes- period ending
War* caused five deaths at the
reluctant to challesige too stren- deaths were reported. The
North Vietnamese and Viet Palmer, Joe Brown Venable;
be
where
base
has
,
the
of
RAH Center - a high-rise ofuously a governor of their own tern part
WASHINGTON ( AP) • U.S. Rep. Tim Lee Carter, R-Ky,
Cons attacks in South Vietnam Phillip Venable, and Douglas
to ter- fice and apartment building .!LA k divided into months, part)
the bombs tut is thinly popudescribed a recent Department of Agriculture decision
dropped from an average of 1011 Venable Men of the Senior
can
we
If
hours.
Program a across the street from the How- weeks, days,
The General Assembly did lated.
minate funds for the Rural Environmental Assistance
per day during the past five Adult Sunday School Class will
time, taking care
a
at
day
a
live
reported
Conunarxi
The U.S.
just over a
ard Johnson
make some changes in Nunn's
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